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 Who Owns the Customer? The Emerging Law of
 Commercial Transactions in Electronic
 Customer Data
 By Jane Kaufman Winn and James R. Wrathall*
 INTRODUCTION
 The Information Revolution is changing the way commerce is trans-
 acted and value is defined within transactions. Before the Internet and
 "e-business 3?1 took center stage, "electronic commerce" meant electronic
 data interchange, just-in-time inventory systems, supply chain automation,
 and corporate reengineering. But the rise of the Internet as a communi-
 cations medium has coincided with a shift in management focus, from
 merely trying to improve the efficiency of business logistics systems to a
 more holistic perspective on improving customer relationships.2 Intangible
 assets such as intellectual property rights, human capital in the form of
 employee knowledge, and established relationships with customers and
 suppliers are playing an increasingly important role in both old economy
 and new economy businesses.3
 Computer databases are one form of intangible asset that have played
 an important role in business for decades.4 The use of customer databases
 *Jane K. Winn is a Professor of Law at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas. She
 is the author of The Law of Electronic Commerce (4th ed., 2001 forthcoming). Copies
 of other papers she has written on various electronic commerce law issues are available from
 her web site at http://www.smu.edu/~jwinn.James R. Wrathall is a partner with the firm of
 Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering in Washington, D.C., practicing in the areas of information law,
 litigation, and counseling.
 1 . e-business (electronic business), derived from such terms as e-mail and e-commerce,
 is the conduct of business on the Internet, not only buying and selling but also servicing customers
 and collaborating with business partners." Whatis?com, e-business, (visited Aug. 21, 2000),
 available at <http:/ /www. whatis.com/ WhatIs_Definition_Page/0,4 1 52,2 1 2026,00.html>.
 IBM became one of the first to use the term "e-business" when "it launched a thematic
 campaign built around the term" in October, 1997. Id.
 2. See, e.g., Harvard Business Review, Managing the Value Chain (2000).
 3. See generally Thomas A. Stewart, Intellectual Capital (1997).
 4. See, e.g., Alan F. Westin & Michael A. Baker, Databanks in a Free Society
 (1972) [hereinafter WESTIN & Baker].
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 is key to any strategy to build better relationships through electronic com-
 merce. In recent years, there have been dramatic advances in the tech-
 nology associated with building databases and analyzing the data they
 contain for competitive advantage.5 While data mining and customer pro-
 filing both antedate the rise of commercial Internet sites by many years,
 their use in business has become more visible and more controversial in
 recent years due to the ability of commercial Internet sites to collect new
 forms and greater quantities of customer data than was possible only a
 few years ago.6 As a result of their growing size and sophistication, and
 because of the pivotal role they play in managing business relationships,
 customer databases are becoming an ever more valuable asset for both
 "bricks and mortar" and Internet businesses.7
 The commercial law governing business-to-business transactions in cus-
 tomer databases has not kept up with the rapid pace of developments in
 business practice. Many interests in databases are not recognized as prop-
 erty rights under copyright or other intellectual property laws. Even a
 statute as newly-minted as the Uniform Computer Information Transac-
 tions Act (UCITA),8 which was finalized by the National Conference of
 Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in July 1999, is silent on many
 important issues raised by business transactions in data.9 In addition, the
 question of what rights, if any, individuals have to control the use of per-
 sonally identifiable data has become very controversial in recent years as
 the ability to collect and analyze personal data continues to outstrip laws
 governing the privacy rights of individuals whose personal data is stored
 in databases.10
 Uncertainty also results where there is no express agreement among
 interested parties governing the collection and use of the data, or where
 one of the parties with an interest in the data seeks to change the rights
 of interested parties unilaterally by modifying an existing agreement or
 practice. The number of parties claiming commercial interests in the same
 data is growing as electronic commerce marketing strategies become more
 interdependent and interconnected. With the trend towards "coopeti-
 tion" - including vertical hubs, partnerships, strategic alliances, and other
 5. See, e.g., Robert Groth, Data Mining: Building Competitive Advantage
 (2000).
 6. See, e.g., Federal Trade Commission, Transcript of November 8, 1999 Workshop (visited Aug.
 10, 2000), available at <http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/profiling/index.htm>.
 7. Some are skeptical about the value to businesses of profiling notwithstanding all the
 uproar over the practice among privacy advocates. See, e.g., Saul Hansell, So Far, Big Brother
 Isn't Big Business, N.Y. Times, May 7, 2000, at 3, 1.
 8. Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA), available at <http://
 www.law.upenn.edu/bll/ulc/ucita/ucita200.htm>.
 9. See infra notes 1 78-99 and accompanying text.
 10. For an overview of current controversies surrounding informational privacy rights of
 individuals, see Jeffrey Rosen, The Eroded Self, N.Y. TIMES Sunday Mag., Apr. 30, 2000, at
 46; Big Browser Is Watching You, Consumer Rep., May 2000, at 43.
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 licensing arrangements - it may be difficult for transacting parties to de-
 termine whether they have obtained good title to database assets or are
 taking them subject to competing claims of ownership or claims in in-
 fringement of the rights of third parties.
 These uncertainties are compounded by the rapid globalization of elec-
 tronic commerce and the inconsistent legal standards applied in different
 jurisdictions. For example, current U.S. law governing commercial use of
 customer data may be incomplete and highly uncertain with regard to
 many issues raised by new applications for customer databases. European
 Union (EU) law, by contrast, is often quite unambiguous in simply pro-
 hibiting or sharply curtailing a wide range of business practices U.S. firms
 consider unproblematic. Global transactions often are subject to these and
 other potentially conflicting bodies of law, creating additional legal risks
 with respect to database assets.
 This Article explores the new business models and technological ad-
 vances driving the growing business interest in customer databases and
 the uncertain and fragmentary state of the law applicable to these practices
 and technologies. The Article also discusses practical strategies businesses
 should consider to minimize the risks they face from collecting and using
 customer data for competitive advantage in electronic commerce markets.
 In recent years and months, many businesses have become involved in
 disputes with regulators, competitors, and customers as a result of changing
 conditions for the collection and use of customer data. As context for the
 discussion of law and technology that follows, this Article summarizes
 seven case studies involving actual or potential conflicting claims in cus-
 tomer data. These cases illustrate the variety and significance of the legal
 issues being created by the ongoing shifts in practice and technology.
 Next, the Article provides an overview of the evolving business tech-
 nologies fueling the explosive growth in the development and exploitation
 of customer databases. Computer networking, data capture opportunities,
 and data storage and analysis technologies are expanding rapidly. The
 pace of technological change is far exceeding the ability of the lawmakers
 to keep up, and indeed, some new technologies threaten to impair or even
 eliminate the practical ability to enforce legal rights in data.
 This Article then summarizes the current U.S. legal framework for pro-
 tection of database assets and the divergent EU data protection framework,
 respectively.
 Finally, the Article concludes with analysis and practical suggestions for
 managing risks in commercial transactions in data. Given the uncertainty
 in the law regarding new commercial applications for customer data, con-
 tract provisions will often assume paramount importance in establishing
 the parties' intentions regarding the value being created in new databases.
 However, the complexity of Internet commerce technologies and the in-
 terdependence of Internet businesses and their marketing strategies, com-
 bined with the unsettling impact bankruptcy law could have on such "vir-
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 tual alliances," will limit the certainty any contract provisions can provide.
 Accordingly, businesses should carefully evaluate legal risks arising from
 significant transactions involving data and take practical as well as legal
 measures to avoid or reduce the risks created in the new electronic com-
 merce environment.
 CASE STUDIES IN DATABASE RIGHTS AND DISPUTES
 When the legal and economic implications of computer databases were
 first subjected to critical scrutiny and public debate in the late 1960s and
 early 1970s, networking was almost irrelevant to the analysis.11 By the
 middle of the 1970s, however, computer networking came to play a more
 important role in transaction settlement and clearing in banking and se-
 curities markets.12 One of the first examples of creating legal frameworks
 to resolve competing interests in transaction data collected and analyzed
 by multiple parties (including competitors) was the establishment of a reg-
 ulatory system governing use of airline computer reservation systems.
 When the Internet took center stage in the 1990s, one of the first major
 public conflicts to arise involved the "WHOIS" database created by Net-
 work Solutions, Inc. when it had the exclusive right to register Internet
 domain names. As a new Internet governance structure was created, leg-
 islators, businesses, and the public asserted widely divergent views as to the
 legal status of data collected in the process of registering domain names.
 In 1999 and 2000, a series of legal actions were filed against electronic
 commerce companies challenging their collection and use of consumer
 data. A number of other recent cases have raised claims between busi-
 nesses, asserting breach of contract and related claims to databases. In
 addition, several "dot-com" companies have become insolvent, resulting
 in conflicting claims to customer data and related privacy concerns in the
 context of bankruptcy proceedings. Finally, the emergence of business-to-
 business e-Hubs presents even more complicated issues relating to rights
 in shared customer data. These case studies are discussed below in turn.
 AIRLINE COMPUTER RESERVATION SYSTEMS
 Among the most successful Internet commerce sites are travel services
 sites such as Expedia.com and Travelocity.com. Part of the reason these
 services have enjoyed success as Internet services is that the Internet is
 1 1 . In Westin & Baker, the term "network" does not appear in the index. In a 500
 page book published in 1972, there are two paragraphs on "communications systems" that
 speculate that satellite, cable television channels, and laser communication networks will play
 a more important role in computer technology in the future. WESTIN & BAKER, supra note
 4, at 329.
 12. The FedWire went live in 1973. See Donald I. Baker & Roland E. Brandel, The
 Law of Electronic Fund Transfer Systems § 1 1.02 (4th ed. 2000).
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 merely providing a new interface for one of the largest, most complex, and
 most successful electronic commerce systems developed before Internet
 commerce was possible. Airline computer reservation systems (CRS) op-
 erate globally and permit tens of thousands of individuals to access systems
 that execute millions of transactions daily.
 In the United States, the airline industry is one of the most sophisticated
 users of data profiling technology. By carefully monitoring booking data,
 airlines are able to make continuous modifications in schedules and fares
 to maximize their return on their operations. In the airline industry, car-
 riers are often forced to rely on competitors' CRS to receive bookings. In
 addition, a single trip may be the product of flight segments provided by
 different carriers, each of which have an interest in accessing marketing
 data about the entire trip, not just data about the segment the carrier
 provided. As a result, the competitive significance of control over access
 to marketing data is well established in the airline industry.
 Some of the controversies surrounding access to airline CRS marketing
 data clearly foreshadow current controversies surrounding access to Inter-
 net commerce marketing data and, in part, share a common cause: the
 collaborative, multiparty structure of the network communication system
 through which transactions are executed and from which data is generated.
 Unlike Internet commerce, however, in the United States and in almost
 all countries around the world, the airline industry is subject to direct
 government regulation, substantially reducing uncertainty surrounding
 rights and obligations in marketing data.
 In 1992, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) issued a rule
 designed to enhance competition in the airline and CRS industries.13 The
 rule regulated the association between individual airlines and computer
 reservation systems that gave independent travel agents access to the sched-
 ules of all airlines. The rulemaking was aimed at eliminating "architectural
 bias" which gave a competitive advantage to the airline that owned a CRS.
 The kind of bias that concerned the DOT would permit an airline that
 owned a major CRS to obtain a larger number of bookings than other
 carriers accepting bookings through its system. Modifying the way flight
 availability or prices are displayed or the ease with which reservations can
 be made or tickets issued can create architectural bias. American Airlines
 and United Airlines each controlled a major CRS, and other carriers were
 concerned that independent travel agents subscribing to either CRS would
 have difficulty learning what seats were available on other carriers and
 booking them.
 In addition to addressing the problems of "display bias" and discrimi-
 natory fee structures, the DOT rulemaking also addressed who should
 have access to marketing data generated from CRS transactions. If a CRS
 13. DOT Computer Reservation System (CRS) Regulations, 57 Fed. Reg. 43,780 (1992)
 (codified as amended at 14 C.F.R. pt. 255) [hereinafter CRS Regulations].
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 vendor chose to generate any marketing, booking, or sales data from the
 bookings made on its system for domestic travel, it was required to make
 that data available to all participating U.S. carriers on nondiscriminatory
 terms.14 This rule did not extend to bookings for international travel be-
 cause there was no assurance that foreign carriers would make comparable
 data from their systems available to U.S. carriers.15 At the time of the 1992
 rulemaking, some EU carriers objected to the reciprocity standard estab-
 lished by the DOT because they were concerned that more rigorous data
 protection requirements in European countries might prevent European
 CRS vendors from meeting a reciprocity requirement.
 The regulations in effect required CRS vendors to make marketing data
 available to other carriers that was as accurate and as complete as the data
 it provided to its own carrier. They allowed a CRS vendor's parent carrier
 to enjoy real time access to the marketing data, while competing carriers
 could obtain a copy of the data on tape. The DOT noted that although
 CRS vendors were allowed to charge for access to the data, and to provide
 it in a manner that made its use by other carriers difficult, it appeared that
 the carriers associated with CRS vendors did not gain substantial com-
 petitive advantage in the market for air travel as a result.16 The DOT also
 rejected claims from the American Society of Travel Agents that the data
 generated from agent booking belonged to the agency and that CRS ven-
 dors should be required to provide agencies with data generated from an
 agency's bookings.
 The regulation of the airline CRS system is an early example of the
 importance of data warehousing and customer profiling to competition in
 global markets. In addition, it shows the importance of policing the be-
 havior of market intermediaries who are also competitors in resolving such
 technical matters as how output from databases is to be displayed to pro-
 spective customers and how broadly or narrowly a transaction record is
 defined.
 THE WHOIS DATABASE DISPUTE
 One of the most significant new customer databases to emerge in recent
 years is the "WHOIS" database of Internet domain name registrants,
 which grew from less than 500,000 names in 1995 to more than 8. 1 million
 names by February 2000. 17 In 1999, the issue of rights to the WHOIS
 14. 14 C.ER. § 255.10(a) (2000) (requiring that "[t]he data made available shall be as
 complete and accurate as the data provided a system owner").
 15. See 14 C.F.R. § 255.1 l(b) (2000) (stating that "[t]he obligations of a system under this
 part shall not apply to any foreign carrier . . . .").
 16. GRS Regulations, supra note 13, at 43,820.
 17. Anana Eunjung Cha, Network Solutions Antitrust Probe Ends; M) Action Taken; Va. Firm's
 Stock Jumps, Wash. Post, Feb. 2, 2000, at E2.
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 database became the subject of a legal and political controversy that was
 global in scope.
 Since the early 1990s, Internet domain name registration services have
 been provided and coordinated by Network Solutions, Inc. (NSI), in co-
 operation with the National Science Foundation (NSF). On December 31,
 1992, NSF awarded to NSI a federal cooperative agreement (Cooperative
 Agreement) to provide exclusive Internet administration and domain
 name registration services.18 During the next five years, NSI and its share-
 holders invested tens of millions of dollars to build up processing capabil-
 ities and operational infrastructure to meet the exploding demand for do-
 main names and registration services.
 As questions of Internet governance and domain name administration
 gained global attention, many objected to NSI's rights in the customer
 data it collected in providing domain name registration services. By 1997,
 a number of constituencies argued for increased control and more formal
 governance. Major corporations with overarching interests in trademark
 protection, and related entities, including the World Intellectual Property
 Organization (WIPO), advocated a new framework that would create and
 enforce standards to curtail perceived trademark abuses arising out of the
 use of Internet domain names.19 European governments argued for greater
 regulatory control over Internet communications, particularly in connec-
 tion with alleged violations of privacy standards, and for a greater role in
 setting Internet policy generally.20 In addition, a number of companies
 expressed interest in competing with NSI as registrars of non-military do-
 main names.21
 The U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) initiated a proceeding on
 February 20, 1 998, to address these and related Internet governance issues.
 Following notice and review of more than 650 comments, DOC proposed
 that a non-profit corporation - subsequently named the Internet Corpo-
 ration of Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) - be formed in coop-
 eration with government and private parties.22
 On February 8, 1999, ICANN published for comment a draft document
 entitled "Guidelines for Accreditation of Internet Domain Name Regis-
 trars" (proposed Guidelines).23 The proposed Guidelines went far beyond
 the development of a shared registry system. They included, among other
 18. See Thomas v. Network Solutions, Inc., 2 F. Supp. 2d 22, 26 (D.D.C. 1998).
 19. See WIPO, Final Report of the WIPO Internet Domain Name Process (Apr. 30, 1999),
 available at <http://wipo2.wipo.int/processl/report/finalreport.html>.
 20. Id.
 21. Id.
 22. Department of Commerce Management of Internet Names and Addresses: Statement
 of Policy, 63 Fed. Re& 31,741, 31,744 (1998).
 23. ICANN, Guidelines for Accreditation of Internet Domain Name Registrars and for
 the Selection of Registrars for the Shared Registry System Testbed for .com, .net and .org
 domains (Feb. 8, 1999), available at <http://www.icann.org/draftguidelines.html>.
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 things, a proposal that domain name registrars (principally NSI) be re-
 quired to submit to ICANN, as the "registry administrator," a number of
 customer "data elements" beyond the customer name and domain
 name.24 ICANN also proposed to prohibit domain name registrars (prin-
 cipally NSI) from making any use of these customer data elements beyond
 that strictly necessary for operation of the domain name systems.25
 ICANN's proposed Guidelines were supported in a number of comments
 that concurred in the suggestion that NSFs customer database should be
 turned over in its entirety to ICANN.26 Members of the U.S. Congress
 expressed similar objectives.27
 NSI responded that its customer database - which NSI had named un-
 der the trademark "Dot-Corn Directory" - consisted of NSFs proprietary
 data, generated from the company's business operations as a registrar.28
 NSI strongly opposed the efforts to restrict use of what had by then ar-
 guably become its most important asset.
 The debate continued for several more months, until in September
 1999, ICANN, DOC, and NSI reached an agreement pursuant to which
 NSI retained control of the Dot-Com Directory, and was allowed to im-
 plement the "shared registry system" that it originally had proposed to
 further open up competition in domain name registration services.29 To
 accomplish the settlement, however, NSI agreed to recognize formally
 ICANN and to pay ICANN $1.25 million.30
 NSFs rights to its customer database were premised on the terms of its
 Cooperative Agreement with NSF and on the common law governing
 24. Id.
 25. Id.
 2b. See 1UAJNJN, Mail Index (visited Uct. 2, 2UÖÖ), available at <http://www.icann.org/
 commentsmail/commentguidelines/maillist.htm^ [hereinafter ICANN Mail Index].
 27. In June 1999, the House Commerce Committee held a hearing regarding ICANN,
 at which Department of Commerce Counsel Andy Pincus stated that he had "serious res-
 ervations" about whether NSI could retain the rights to its customer database. See Robert
 MacMillan, House Commerce Grills NSI, ICANN, Administration, NEWSBYTES, July 29, 1999.
 Counsel Pincus wrote to James Rutt, CEO of NSI, stating that Commerce "strongly ob-
 ject[ed]" to NSFs restrictive use of the WHOIS database, and that "[njothing in the [NSF]
 Cooperative Agreement nor in existing law gives NSI the right to restrict access to this
 information." Robert MacMillan, Database Is "Company Property"-Network Solutions, Newsby-
 TESjuly 26, 1999.
 28. Robert MacMillan, Database Is "Company Propertf'-Network Solutions, NEWSBYTES, July
 26, 1999.
 29. See ICANN, NSI-Registrar License and Agreement, available at <http:www.icann.org/
 nsi/ nsirla04nov99 . htm> .
 30. See David McGuire, Network Solutions, ICANN, Create New Plan, NEWSBYTES, Sept. 28,
 1999. The ICANN agreement was successfully implemented in the first quarter of 2000,
 opening up additional competition with five new domain name registration services based
 on the NSI shared registry. On March 8, 2000, NSI announced that it would merge with
 VeriSign in a stock-for-stock deal valued at approximately $17 billion. Don Clark & Julia
 Angwin, For the Keeper of Web Names, a $17 Billion Deal, Wall St. J., Mar. 8, 2000, at Bl .
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 protection of business trade secrets. The federal Cooperative Agreement
 Act provides that where a party enters into a Cooperative Agreement with
 a government agency, it is entitled to retain any assets generated in per-
 forming under the Cooperative Agreement.31 Trade secret law has tradi-
 tionally protected customer lists and other information generated by busi-
 nesses against disclosure and use by competitors and third parties.32 Under
 those legal authorities, there was no serious question that NSI's rights to
 its customer data should have been honored.
 However, the lack of express terms in the Cooperative Agreement itself
 and the ambiguity regarding data rights, in general, resulted in conflicting
 interpretations. Many government officials and private parties concerned
 with Internet governance and domain name registration argued that NSI
 should not retain the rights to its customer data.33 Some asserted that
 because NSI generated its database under a federal agreement, the data
 should belong to the U.S. government.34 Others argued that the data was
 proprietary to the individual domain name registrants, and therefore that
 no single party could claim rights to exclude others from access to the
 data.35 While the issue was resolved by agreement among the government,
 NSI, and ICANN, the parties and commentators ultimately did not concur
 with respect to the legal framework governing NSI's rights in the Dot-
 Com Directory.
 REALNETWORKS
 RealNetworks dominates the market for audio and video delivery over
 the Internet, including the use of streaming media with an estimated 100
 million users for its primary software products, Realjukebox and Real-
 Player.36 RealNetworks was founded in February 1994, and went public
 in November 1997.37
 Within days of the publication of a story in the New York Times detailing
 its surreptitious data collection practices,38 RealNetworks had been named
 in more than a dozen federal and three state class actions which are being
 consolidated for multidistrict litigation in the Northern District of Illinois.39
 31. 31 U.S.C. S 6305 (1994).
 32. See infra notes 171-77 and accompanying text.
 33. See ICANN Mail Index, supra note 26.
 34. Id.
 35. Id.
 36. Michael D. Goldhaber, From the flute to streaming media, Nat'l L.J., Apr. 17, 2000,
 atBl.
 37. Id.
 38. Sara Robinson, CD Software Said to Gather Data on Users, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 1, 1999,
 atCl.
 39. See Lieschke v. RealNetworks, Inc., No. 99-C7274, 99-C7380, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
 1683 (N.D. 111. Feb. 11, 2000) (assigning the class action to arbitration); In re RealNetworks,
 Inc., No. 00-C1366, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6584 (N.D. 111. May 8, 2000) (rejecting inter-
 vener's arguments in support of RealNetworks' opposition to arbitration clause).
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 Plaintiffs in these cases allege that the company's Realjukebox software,
 "which plays music on a computer, snooped on them once they installed
 it on their computers, and it reported back to the company over the In-
 ternet."40 Each time an individual user ran the Realjukebox program,
 information from the individual user's personal computer was surrepti-
 tiously transmitted back to RealNetworks.41 "Such information [allegedly]
 included the type of computer format the music is stored in; the quality
 level of the recordings; [the individual user's] musical preferences; and the
 type of portable music player, if any, the [individual user had] connected
 to the computer."42 The complaints point out that this data, once collected,
 was then available for RealNetworks to use for commercial purposes.43
 The company has disputed the charges and asserted that it never did
 anything improper with regard to the collection or about its individual
 user's listening habits or any other personal information. Nevertheless,
 "immediately after the alleged practice was publicized, RealNetworks al-
 tered its [published] privacy [policy] and began making available fixes that
 users could deploy to block the tracking technology."44
 The class actions against RealNetworks assert a variety of legal theories,
 including allegations of unauthorized access to computer data in violation
 of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act,45 and unlawful interception of
 electronic communications in violation of the Electronic Communications
 Privacy Act.46 The actions also assert common law claims based on breach
 of contract, fraud, promissory estoppel, invasion of privacy, and negligence.
 In addition, RealNetworks may have violated state or federal deceptive
 trade practices statutes.
 The RealNetworks cases demonstrate the legal risks of moving too
 quickly to implement data technology without regard for the basic notion
 of fair information practice principles.47
 DOUBLECLICK
 "DoubleClick Inc. [(Doubleclick)], based in New York, is the leading
 Internet advertising provider, delivering 1.5 billion [banner] ads a day on
 40. James H.Johnston, Data Privacy on the Internet, Texas Law., Jan. 10, 2000, at 27.
 41. Id.
 42. Id.
 43. Id.
 44. John Turrettini, RealNetworks Class Action Litigation, Am. Law., Jan. 2000, at 31.
 45. 18 U.S.C. S 1030 1994 & Supp. IV 1998 .
 46. 18 U.S.C. SS 2510, 2701 (1994).
 47. See infra notes 275-83 and accompanying text for a discussion of the concept of fair
 information practice principles and the OECD Privacy Guidelines. A description of fair
 information practice principles by the FTC is available at the FTC web site at <http://
 www.ftc.gov/reports/privacy3/fairinfo.htm>.
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 behalf of 1800 customers to 750 web site publishers."48 Beginning in late
 1999, DoubleClick came under attack in a variety of arenas for alleged
 violations of privacy rights.49 DoubleClick uses "cookies" to identify the
 computers of individual users and to monitor the individual user's move-
 ments around the Internet in order to better target banner advertisements.
 By collecting information about individual users' interests, DoubleClick is
 able to tailor advertising content to improve the likelihood that an indi-
 vidual user will make a purchase. Cookies are small text files that are placed
 on a user's computer when a user visits a particular web site. A "cookie"
 allows Web sites to recognize particular users on future visits, enabling
 Web sites to provide personalized information or to automate the log
 in process. On some sites, cookies are essential for navigation. Cookies
 were originally designed to be contained within a specific site; how-
 ever, when set by an ad server, such as DoubleClick, they can be read
 by any server in the ad company's domain, no matter what URL the
 browser is displaying or what site is on the screen. Thus, one company
 can collect information on a particular individual's activities on any
 number of sites.50
 When DoubleClick announced a plan to attach data collected on-line
 with consumers' real names and addresses collected off-line, in order to
 better target advertisements, a major public outcry ensued.51 "The off-line
 information comes from a data base amassed by Abacus Direct Corp.
 [(Abacus)], with whom DoubleClick merged in 1999. The merger between
 DoubleClick and Abacus allows DoubleClick to offer a program whereby
 web sites can link personal information they collect to cookie information
 collected by DoubleClick, and the off-line [catalog-shopping] information
 in the Abacus data base."52 It was this merger and the plan to combine
 the data that sparked concern among privacy activists such as the Elec-
 tronic Privacy Information Center.53 In response to the public controversy,
 DoubleClick has announced that the integration of the two databases is
 on hold until government and industry have agreed upon adequate privacy
 standards.54 Nevertheless, DoubleClick is now defending itself in more
 than a dozen class action lawsuits, both in federal and state court, is being
 48. Ritchenya A. Shepherd, Tackling the Web's privacy problems, Nat'l L.J., Apr. 24, 2000,
 atBl.
 49. Richard Raysman & Peter Brown, Protecting Consumer Privacy: Are You Prepared?, N.Y.L J. ,
 Apr. 11,2000, at 3.
 50. Id.
 51. Id.
 52. Id.
 53. Id.
 54. Id.
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 investigated by the Attorneys General of several states, and is the subject
 of an inquiry by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).55
 The DoubleClick case demonstrates that even in the absence of an
 obvious legal obstacle to making such changes, there may be serious prac-
 tical limitations on revising posted privacy polices due to a change in
 business plan when a business is not prepared to notify and seek the con-
 sent of the individuals whose personal information will be affected by the
 change.
 DoubleClick's aggressive pursuit of marketing data through the use of
 cookies placed by its banner ads is causing problems for more than just
 DoubleClick, however. In its May 2000 report on online privacy, the FTC
 expressed concern over the failure of Internet sites to disclose in their
 privacy policies that "third-party cookies" were being placed on users'
 computers.56
 FIRST UNION
 In December 1999, First Union filed suit against Secure Commerce
 Services, an Internet account aggregator.57 Account aggregators permit
 consumers to collect information from more than one retail financial in-
 stitution's web site and present it to the consumer in a single location.
 Consumers must provide the aggregator with the user names and pass-
 words they have established to access their personal account information
 from the web sites of financial institutions where they maintain accounts.58
 The aggregator is then able to do a "screen scrape" of the consumer's
 account information. Screen scraping requires a program that can trans-
 late data from the formats used by older "legacy" systems to display it and
 convert that data into newer formats that permit it to be displayed in
 graphical interfaces such as Internet browsers.59 The retail financial insti-
 tution may not be able to detect the difference between its own consumer
 55. DoubleClick Inc., SEC 1 0-Qfiling (Aug. 1 1,2000), availableat <http://10kwizard.ccbn.
 com/fil_submis.asp? . . . FFFF&LK = 990000&VL = 990000&AL = 990000&DF = OFF>.
 56. Federal Trade Commission, Privacy Online: Fair Information Practices
 In The Electronic Marketplace (May 2000) at 2 1 , 27, available at <http://www.ftc.gov/
 reports/privacy2000/privacy2000.pdf>. In a study that attempted to evaluate actual com-
 pliance with posted privacy policies by the California Healthcare Foundation, many Internet
 sites were faulted for failure to explain the data collection practices of banner ad companies,
 such as DoubleClick, in their own privacy policies. California HealthCare Founda-
 tion, Privacy: Report on the Privacy Policies and Practices of Health
 Web Sites (Jan. 2000) at 28, available at <http://admin.chcf.org/documents/ehealth/
 privacywebreport.pdf> .
 57. First Union Corp v. Secure Commerce Services, No. 99-5 19-H (W.D.N.C. filed Dec.
 30, 1999).
 58. Mindy Charski, E-Finance: convenience over security, U.S. News & WORLD Rep., May 1,
 2000, at 69.
 59. Whatis?com, screen scraping (last modified Sep. 15, 2000), available at <http://
 www.whatis.com/WhatIs_Definition_Page/0,4152,213654,00.html>.
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 accessing his or her personal financial information, and the aggregator
 accessing that information on behalf of the consumer.60 As a result, the
 financial institution may fail to comply with applicable law governing pri-
 vacy and security of personal financial records when it unknowingly re-
 leases that information to a third party. Consumers may not be aware of
 these restrictions, however, and may resent any obstacles a financial insti-
 tution may place in the way of their choice to use an account aggregation
 service. Possible claims against an account aggregator might include copy-
 right infringement if any original work of authorship is reflected in the
 data, violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act,61 unfair competi-
 tion, theft of trade secrets, or misappropriation. In addition, the action by
 the aggregator may result in the regulated financial intermediary breach-
 ing its own obligations under the Electronic Funds Transfer Act,62 Regu-
 lation E,63 or other consumer protection law requiring statements, disclo-
 sures, or error resolution services to be provided to a consumer in
 connection with an electronic financial service.
 First Union's complaint against the account aggregator shows the vul-
 nerability of database assets in the insecure environment of the Internet
 and the problems created by the lack of a secure, widely used system for
 authentication of identities in Internet commerce.64
 BIDDER'S EDGE
 eBay maintains an Internet auction site that permits registered users of
 the service to offer items for sale or to make bids on items offered by
 others. Users of the eBay site must register and agree to the terms of the
 eBay User Agreement, which prohibits the use of "any robot, spider, other
 automatic device, or manual process to monitor or copy our web pages
 . . . without our prior expressed written permission."65 Bidder's Edge,
 AuctionWatch, and other auction-listing aggregator sites use comparison
 shopping bots to collect information about listings on other Internet auc-
 tion sites such as eBay and then provide their own users with direct access
 to those listings on the eBay site.66 eBay has license agreements with some
 60. Charski, supra note 58.
 61. 18 U.S.C. § 1030(1994).
 62. 15 U.S.C. § 1693 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
 63. 12 CER.pt. 205 (2000).
 64. Within months, however, First Union had abandoned its original hostility to screen
 scraping and account aggregation, and it announced plans to become an aggregator itself.
 Banks Look Forward To Becoming Aggregators, Retail DELIVERY News, Apr. 26, 2000.
 65. eBay, Inc. v. Bidder's Edge, Inc., 100 F. Supp. 2d 1058 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (order granting
 preliminary injunction). "Programs that recursively query other computers over the Internet
 in order to obtain a significant amount of information are referred to ... by various names,
 including software robots ['bots'], . . . spiders and web crawlers." Id. at 1060 n.2. These
 programs "perform searching, copying, and retrieving functions" on the web sites of others.
 Id. at 1060.
 66. Debra Baker, Bid for Fair Practice, A.B.A. J., Apr. 2000, at 22.
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 aggregators, granting them permission to re-list eBay's auction goods.
 Other aggregators have been unwilling to enter into such license agree-
 ments, and eBay has taken steps to block their access to its servers in an
 attempt to stop searches of its databases by bots and "deep linking" into
 its site.67
 eBay filed suit against Bidder's Edge in December 1999 alleging that
 after Bidder's Edge had failed to reach agreement with eBay in negotia-
 tions for a license to search the eBay site, Bidder's Edge had continued to
 access the eBay site approximately 100,000 times a day.68 This constituted
 approximately one percent of all traffic on the eBay site.69 eBay requested
 that Bidder's Edge stop listing eBay auction items on its site, but Bidder's
 Edge refused to do so. eBay then tried to prevent Bidder's Edge from ac-
 cessing its site by blocking the IP addresses Bidder's Edge was using, but
 Bidder's Edge managed to evade these controls by accessing the site from
 proxy servers.70 eBay sought a preliminary injunction to prevent Bidder's
 Edge from accessing its site and cited eight legal theories: (i) trespass to
 chattels, (ii) false advertising under the Lanham Act,71 (iii) federal and state
 trademark dilution, (iv) violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act,72
 (v) unfair competition, (vi) misappropriation, (vii) interference with pro-
 spective economic advantage, and (viii) unjust enrichment.73 On May 24,
 2000, the district court granted the preliminary injunction based on the
 trespass to chattels theory, barring Bidder's Edge from further accessing
 the eBay site pending disposition of the litigation.74
 The eBay case against Bidder's Edge shows how difficult it may be for
 an Internet business to preserve the value of its franchise when part of its
 business model involves displaying sensitive information on a public, in-
 secure network. It also shows the limitations of clickwrap agreements as a
 form of defense against unauthorized access and use of that information.
 B00.COM AND T0TSMART.COM
 The effects of bankruptcy on the dot-com world are just beginning to
 be measured. How liquidators will value dot-com assets, and how this
 valuation will affect the rights of creditors, joint venturers, licensors, and
 licensees is at present a relative unknown. The failures in mid-2000 of
 Boo.com and Toysmart.com, however, illustrate some of the issues that
 will arise as more dot-coms seek bankruptcy protection.
 67. Id, at 23.
 68. eBay, 100 F. Supp. 2d at 1063.
 69. Id.
 70. Id.
 71. 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1994).
 72. 18 U.S.C. § 1030 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
 73. eBay, 100 F. Supp. 2d at 1063.
 74. Id. at 1073.
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 In 1999, Boo.com was launched as a state-of-the-art fashion web site.
 Its highly-sophisticated three-dimensional clothing display, which cost
 more than £70 million to develop, attracted more than five hundred thou-
 sand visitors per month.75 A "Club Boo " membership club and newsletter
 service were employed to generate a substantial database of actual and
 potential customers. The company, however, could not generate sufficient
 revenues to cover its expenditures and filed for bankruptcy just six months
 after its launch.76
 By May 2000, Boo.com had liquidated most of its assets. Its "front-end"
 assets, including its brand, web site, and associated intellectual property,
 were sold to another web fashion company, Fashionmall.com, based in
 New York City.77 Most significantly, Fashionmall.com acquired data on
 350,000 Boo.com customers,78 with no indication of compliance with
 Boo.com's privacy policies or EU requirements relating to customer data.79
 Toysmart.com launched its web site in early 1999, offering a broad
 selection of discount toys through e-commerce consumer sales. In Septem-
 ber 1999, Toysmart became a licensee of TRUSTe, a group that reviews
 and certifies on-line privacy policies. Toysmart posted the following privacy
 statements on its web site: "Personal information voluntarily submitted by
 visitors to our site, such as name, address, billing information and shopping
 preferences, is never shared with a third party," and "[w]hen you register
 with toysmart.com, you can rest assured that your information will never
 be shared with a third party."80
 On June 9, 2000, creditors of Toysmart.com forced the struggling
 company into involuntary bankruptcy.81 Prior to the involuntary petition,
 Toysmart.com had retained the services of The Recovery Group, a Boston
 management consultant, in an effort to find buyers for its assets. A Wall
 Street Journal advertisement for Toysmart.com's asset sale listed, among
 other things: "Intangibles, i.e., URL name, databases, customer lists, mar-
 keting plans, web site content, [and] software intellectual property."82
 75. Andrew Ross Sorkin, Fashionmall.com Buys Boo.com, N.Y. Times, June 2, 2000, at C4.
 76. Id. While Boo.com's insolvency proceeding was governed by non-U.S. law, the issues
 presented are very similar to those that will arise for U.S. Internet companies faced with
 insolvency.
 77. Id.
 78. Greg Sandoval, Failed "Dot-Corns" Selling Personal Consumer Data, L.A. TIMES, July 1,
 2000, at Cl.
 79. See infra notes 284-308 and accompanying text.
 80. Federal Trade Comm'n v. Toysmart.com, LLC, No. 00-1 1341-RGS, First Amended
 Complaint K 9 (D. Mass, filed July 10, 2000), available at <http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/
 0 7 toysmartcomplaint. htm> .
 81. FTC News Release, FTC Sues Failed Website, Toysmart.com, for Deceptively Offering for Sale
 Personal Information of Website Visitors, July 10, 2000, available at <http://www.ftc.gov/opa/
 2000/07 /toysmart.htm> [hereinafter FTC News Release].
 82. Greg Sandoval, Failed dot-coms may be selling your private information, CNET News.COM,
 June 29, 2000, available at <http://news.cnet.eom/news/0 10072002 17643O.htrnl?tag = st>.
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 Shortly after the Wall Street Journal advertisement appeared, consumers,
 privacy activists, and others protested the sale.83 On July 10, 2000, the
 FTC filed a complaint in the bankruptcy case, seeking a permanent in-
 junction against the sale of Toysmart.com's customer lists and a declara-
 tion that any such sale would constitute a violation of the FTC Act, in
 light of the privacy statements previously published by Toysmart.com.84
 Shortly thereafter, Toysmart.com entered into a settlement agreement with
 the FTC, allowing Toysmart.com to sell its customer list to a buyer "in a
 related market."85
 Boo.com and Toysmart.com illustrate the potential conflict of privacy
 interests and creditors' rights in the context of insolvency. The cases also
 show the significance of the divergent approaches to privacy in the United
 States and the EU. While the FTC complaint in Toysmart.com was based
 solely on the company's own privacy policy, EU directives could allow
 such an action by EU data protection authorities even in the absence of a
 company privacy policy. Finally, these cases raise the question whether
 creditors should seek security interests in data where customer databases
 are key assets of electronic commerce companies.
 BUSINESS- TO-BUSINESS E-HUBS
 In the last year, many businesses and organizations have announced
 their intention to play a role in facilitating business-to-business commerce
 by establishing new Internet marketplaces.86 These marketplaces may be
 "vertical" if they serve a single industry; examples of this type of market-
 place include Enron Online,87 Commerx PlasticsNet,88 and Chemdex.89
 They may be "horizontal" if they provide the same functions or automate
 the same business processes across different industries; examples of this
 type of marketplace include MRO.com,90 Ariba,91 and Employease.92 One
 83. Greg Sandoval, FTC files complaint against Toysmart, CNET News.COM, July 10, 2000,
 available at <http://news.cnet.eom/news/0 100720022353 18.htrnl?tag = st.ne.l.srchres.ni>.
 84. See FTC News Release, supra note 81.
 85. FTC Approves Pact Allowing Toysmart's Customer-List Sale, Wall St. J., July 24, 2000, at
 A28. The restrictions agreed to, however, were subsequently overturned by U.S. Bankruptcy
 Judge Carol Kenner, who ruled that restricting the sale to a particular type of buyer was
 premature and counterproductive. Jerry Guidera & Frank Byrt, Judge Refuses to Set Conditions
 on Toysmart Sale, Wall St. J., Aug. 18, 2000, at B6.
 86. Mohanbir Sawhney & Steven Kaplan, Let's Get Vertical, BUSINESS 1>.U, Sept. I, lyyy,
 available at <http://www.business2.com/content/magazine/indepth/1999/09/01/16856>.
 87. <http://www.enronline.com>.
 88. <http://www.commerxplasticsnet.com>.
 89. <http://www.chemdex.com>.
 90. <http://www.mro.com>. MRO stands for maintenance, repair, and operating
 procurement.
 91. <http://www.ariba.com>.
 92. <http://www.employease.com>.
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 major business benefit of participation in these "e-hubs"93 is the returns
 to scale they offer: a seller can contact dozens or hundreds of buyers with
 a single message into the network; a buyer can compare a wide range of
 offers from sellers with a single search. Because of this economic advan-
 tage, these e-hubs are expected to become an important feature of the
 business-to-business electronic commerce landscape within the near future,
 although in 2000, many of these projects had not yet progressed beyond
 the design phase.94
 It is likely that different e-hubs will pursue different business models.
 Some will maintain a neutral position between buyers and sellers while
 some will be organized for the benefit of either a group of buyers or a
 group of sellers. Some will be organized as proprietary ventures while some
 will be organized as industry associations. One of the many issues that
 each e-hub will have to resolve among its different groups of stakeholders
 will be what types of data will be collected and by whom; under what
 conditions third parties may be granted access to these data collections;
 and what uses may be made of these data collections.95 For example, the
 rules of the marketplace could be expected to have provisions governing
 the conditions under which buyers may analyze information about the
 behavior of sellers, or sellers may analyze information about the behavior
 of buyers. Given that many of the participants in the marketplace may
 have interests adverse to one another, it will be important to make clear
 the scope of permitted collection, analysis, and transfer of data generated
 by the operation of the marketplace.
 The example of e-hubs shows the importance of: (i) identifying the flows
 of data within a cooperative framework; (ii) identifying possible adverse
 interests among participants; (iii) technological opportunities for the col-
 lection of data as well as blocking the collection of data; (iv) security to
 prevent access to sensitive data by those not admitted to the e-hub; and
 (v) drafting of agreements to cover the rights and responsibilities of the
 participants in the e-hub. Major e-hubs present the scenarios of a market
 structure similar in scale and complexity to airline CRS systems discussed
 above, but without government regulation. With the addition of new and
 powerful data technologies discussed below, organization and manage-
 ment of these relationships presents major legal challenges.
 93. Steven Kaplan & Mohanbir Sawhney, E-Hubs: The New B2B Marketplaces, Harv. Bus.
 Rev., May-June 2000, at 97.
 94. See generally id. (explaining the importance of the B2B landscape).
 95. The antitrust implications of these decisions were considered at an FTC Workshop in
 June 2000. See Federal Trade Commission, Public Workshop: Competition Policy in the World of
 B2B Electronic Marketplaces (last modified Aug. 30, 2000), available at <http://www.ftc.gov/bc/
 b2b/index.htm>.
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 BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY DRIVERS AFFECTING
 THE GROWING USE OF DATABASES
 The anecdotal evidence presented by these case studies indicates that
 the number of disputes and potential disputes over ownership of data is
 increasing rapidly. If this is the case, it may reflect major recent changes
 in the technological framework for electronic commerce that have not yet
 been adequately assimilated into commercial law doctrines. Important
 technological changes that have made it easier to develop databases in-
 clude the migration of electronic commerce from closed, secure networks
 to open, insecure networks that make it much easier to harvest a wide
 array of data without the knowledge or consent of interested parties.
 Advances in data mining and customer profiling technologies permit
 the conversion of what would once have been an indigestible mass of
 random information into valuable marketing data. In addition, merchants
 must now compete in marketplaces offering access to millions of potential
 customers, but within which customers have become more fickle and im-
 patient, thus requiring merchants to be ever more sophisticated and
 prompt in anticipating and meeting the needs of customers and prospec-
 tive customers.
 New technology also can create threats to electronic commerce com-
 panies. For example, recent developments in distributed information shar-
 ing may make it impossible to prevent worldwide distribution of data once
 it becomes public, or to enforce intellectual property rights to that data.
 Effective data security technology and processes therefore are critical to
 companies that rely on consumer databases, and increasingly important
 to avoiding legal liabilities.
 EXPANDING COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
 AND DATA CAPTURE OPPORTUNITIES
 The open architecture of the Internet has created an environment for
 electronic commerce in which there are many more opportunities for, and
 many fewer institutional constraints on, collecting data than were formerly
 possible. In the 1970s, databases were stored on mainframe computers,
 and those computers were often kept isolated in rooms with special climate
 controls.96 When data was shared among computers, it might be trans-
 ported on punch cards or rolls of magnetic tape. Concepts that appear in
 some data privacy laws such as "data controller"97 originated at the time
 because there was normally a unique person or group of persons who con-
 trolled access to information on a computer. When computer networks were
 first built, they were connected by dedicated communications lines such as
 96. Computers were located in cold rooms to preserve magnetic tape media.
 97. See, e.g., Council Directive 95/46, art. 4(l)(a), 1995 OJ. (L 281) 31, 39 [hereinafter
 EU Database Protection Directive].
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 owned or leased lines, or relied on the services of "value-added networks"
 that guaranteed a high level of security and integrity in communications.
 The Internet is an open, public, cooperative facility accessible to an
 almost unlimited number of people worldwide. While there are standard-
 setting organizations such as the Internet Engineering Task Force and the
 World Wide Web Consortium that help develop standards for the Internet,
 no central organization has authority or responsibility for it. The net-
 working standards that permit data to be exchanged over the Internet were
 designed to maximize flexibility, resilience, and openness rather than to
 achieve a high degree of security for communications flowing over the
 network.98 There are no authoritative security standards for computer sys-
 tems connected to the Internet, and the degree of information system
 security in place at different sites varies widely. The security of the oper-
 ating systems or the network systems that connect individual computers
 to the Internet has not kept up with the security challenges created by the
 openness of the Internet. Because the difficulty of maintaining the security
 of computer systems connected to the Internet has increased dramatically,
 many system administrators can no longer maintain the same level of
 security that was once possible. As a result, security problems are now
 endemic to the Internet and there is unlikely to be any improvement in
 the near future."
 Once information is stored on a server that is connected to the Internet,
 that information may be accessed by anyone with access to the Internet
 unless some access control is established. Given the open architecture of
 the Internet, effective access controls may be difficult to design or main-
 tain.100 When an individual is using the Internet, his or her behavior may
 98. The Internet is a "packet-switched" network, unlike the telephone network, which
 is a "circuit-switching" network.
 Packet-switched describes the type of network in which relatively small units of data
 called packet are routed through a network based on the destination address contained
 within each packet. Breaking communication down into packets allows the same data
 path to be shared among many users in the network. This type of communication
 between sender and receiver is known as connectionless (rather than dedicated). Most traffic
 over the Internet uses packet switching and the Internet is basically a connectionless
 network.
 Whaûs? com, packet-switched (last modified Dec. 1, 2000), available at <http://www.whatis.com/
 WhatIs_Definition_Page/0,4152,212737,00.html>. The packet-switched format was chosen
 during the Cold War for the Internet to make it more resilient in the event an attack destroyed
 part of the network.
 99. See generally National Research Council, Trust in Cyberspace (Fred B.
 Schneider ed., 1999).
 100. For this reason, it is common to place information accessible from the Internet on a
 proxy server outside the firewall of an enterprise rather than permit direct access through
 the firewall into the enterprise. See WhatisPcom, proxy server (last modified Apr. 14, 2000),
 ûyflî7fl^ûi<http://www.whatis.com/WhatIs_Definition_Page/0,4152,212840,00.html>.
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 be observable to a large number of other individuals, and a record of that
 behavior may also be collected and saved without the individual's aware-
 ness. A record of everything that happens while an individual is visiting a
 site may be captured by the site owner in server log files and later ana-
 lyzed.101 Web traffic analysis measures the number of pages delivered to
 visitors, how long it took to load a completed page, and how much data
 was transmitted.102 In addition, ActiveX, Java, or JavaScript applets103
 may be sent to the visitor's personal computer by the server to create
 animations, perform calculations, or send back to the server copies of
 information from the visitor's computer. For example, an applet could send
 back to the server a copy of the browser's "history file" which keeps a
 record of all web pages the end user has visited recently.104 This is the type
 of undisclosed end user monitoring RealNetworks used for marketing pur-
 poses that resulted in the filing of several class action lawsuits.105
 Unless some additional steps are taken, however, it may be difficult to
 determine which person is associated with a particular online behavior
 that has been observed and recorded. Any computer that is part of the
 Internet needs to have an IP address106 in order to be recognized by
 the network, but there is not yet a universally accepted system for tying
 the identity of a specific person to an IP address or any other form of
 online identifier. The technology for placing text files known as "cookies"
 on the hard drive of individual users of Internet browsers was first devel-
 oped with Netscape version 1 . 1 to permit individual users to access web
 101. Jesus Mena, Data Mining Your Website 193 (1999).
 102. ZDNetUK, Web traffic analysis (visited Aug. 22, 2000), available at <http://
 www.zdnet.co.uk/itweek/brief/1999/44/internet/02.html>.
 103. An applet is a small program that can be sent to an end user's computer together
 with a requested web page. WhatisPcom, applet (last modified Aug. 3, 2000), available at <http://
 www. whatis.com/WhatIs_Definition_Page/0,41 52,2 1 1580,00.html>. The applet may be
 sent without the end user's knowledge; the scope of the applet's functions may not be clear
 to the end user.
 104. For an explanation of the history file in Netscape products, see Netscape, Viewing or
 clearing the Netscape History File (visited Aug. 22, 2000), available at <http://help.netscape.com/
 kb/consumer/ 1 9960627 1 4.html>.
 105. See RealNetworks case study, supra notes 36-47 and accompanying text.
 1 06. In the most widely installed level of the Internet Protocol [IP] . . . today, an IP address
 is a 32-binary digit number that identifies each sender or receiver of information
 that is sent in packet across the Internet. When you request an HTML page or send
 e-mail, the Internet Protocol part of TCP/IP includes your IP address in the message
 (actually, in each of the packets if more than one is required) and sends it to the IP
 address that is obtained by looking up the domain name in the [URL] you requested
 or in the e-mail address you're sending a note to. At the other end, the recipient
 can see the IP address of the web page requestor or the e-mail sender and can
 respond by sending another message using the IP address it received.
 WhatisPcom, IP address (last modified July 27, 2000), available at <http://www.whatis.com/
 WhatIs_Definition_Page/0,4 1 52,2 1 238 1 ,00.html>.
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 sites without having to reenter identifying information each time.107 The
 use of cookies to identify users and track their movements need not be
 limited to movements on a single web site, however, as cookies are now
 used by Internet advertisers to track individual users' movements from site
 to site. While the cookie file on a user's hard drive need not contain any
 personally identifying information about an individual user, it may nev-
 ertheless permit the party collecting clickstream data to associate Internet
 browsing with a real world identity if the user has provided personally
 identifying information through a registration form.108
 Many free offers available to individual users are not free at all, but
 involve loading software onto the individual's computer that transmits a
 wide range of information about the online activity of the individual. For
 example, free Internet access providers such as Netzero, AltaVista, and
 Freeinternet.com collect clickstream data in order to monitor individual
 behavior online.109 The acquisition ofthat data, which clearly has some
 market value even if the provider of the "free" service undertakes not to
 sell that data to third parties, is what subsidizes the services provided to
 users without charge.
 In this environment, it may be very difficult for individuals or organi-
 zations to be sure what information is being collected, to what uses that
 information is being put after it has been collected, or with whom the
 information is being snared. Privacy policy statements or other contractual
 undertakings may provide a starting point for finding answers to these
 questions, but formal undertakings with regard to data practices and actual
 data practices may diverge due to conscious disregard, due to failure to
 implement policies and procedures to guarantee compliance, or due to
 failure to implement adequate technological safeguards. For example,
 RealNetworks appears to have either made a management decision to
 collect personal information outside the scope of its posted privacy policy
 in order to obtain a marketing advantage, or to have failed to implement
 policies and procedures that would have led employees to realize that such
 a major departure from its posted privacy policy would not be condoned
 by top managers. Other organizations appear to have posted privacy pol-
 icies without taking the necessary steps to make sure those policies are
 adhered to consistently. For example, in January 2000 Drkoop.com's pri-
 vacy policy stated:
 107. See Cookie Central, Netscape Cookies (visited Oct. 2, 2000), available at <http://
 www.cookiecentral.com/cookie3.htm>.
 108. See Federal Trade Commission, Online Profiling: A Report to Congress
 (June 2000) at 4-5, available at <http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/06/onlineprofilingreport/
 june2000.pdf>.
 109. Hugh öon, Get Online Jor Nothing: Beware: ihejree internets downside can really add up,
 N.Y. Daily News, May 21, 2000, at 8.
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 The only information drkoop.com obtains about visitors to its Web
 site is information supplied voluntarily by visitors.110
 Yet, this statement was contradicted by Drkoop. corn's practice of placing
 cookies on its visitor's computers and profiling their online activities, which
 was made clear from the terms of service posted on the site:
 The cookie itself does not contain Locator Information although it
 will enable drkoop.com to relate your use of the site to information
 that you have specifically and knowingly provided to the site. l 1 1
 Faulty web design and communications security may also create situations
 where an organization unintentionally releases data to third parties in
 violation of its stated privacy policy or other contractual undertaking. For
 example, in January 2000 a study of the privacy policies and practices of
 health care web sites uncovered several web sites that accidentally sent
 their user's email address, customer ID number, or other personally iden-
 tifiable information to banner ad network companies when the user clicked
 on a banner ad, due to faulty HTML coding in the health care web site
 itself.112
 EXPANDING DATA ANALYSIS TOOLS
 A database is a collection of data that is organized so that its contents
 can easily be accessed, managed, and updated.1 13 The most prevalent type
 of database is the relational database, in which data is defined so that it
 can be reorganized and accessed in a number of different ways without
 having to reorganize the database. A user can make interactive queries for
 information from a relational database or can gather data for reports.
 Databases may support transaction-processing operations or marketing
 and management decisions within an organization. Until recently, data-
 bases created and maintained to support operations within an organization
 were standard elements of business IT systems, but the use of separate
 databases designed specifically to support marketing and management de-
 cision making was not common. Advances in database technologies and
 falling costs for data storage and analysis are making the creation of sepa-
 rate databases designed specifically to support marketing and management
 decision making much more common.
 The term "data warehouse" is often used to describe separate databases
 that have been designed to support marketing and strategic decision-
 110. California Healthcare Foundation, Privacy: Report on the Privacy
 Policies and Practices of Health Web Sites (Jan. 2000) at 28, available at <http://
 admin.chcf.org/documents/ehealth/privacywebreport.pdr>.
 111. Id.
 112. Id. at 36.
 113. Webster's New World Dictionary 352 (3d ed. 1988).
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 making.114 A data warehouse is a central repository for all or significant
 parts of the data that an enterprise's multiple business systems collect. Data
 is first gathered from various sources, such as online transaction processing
 applications, then selectively extracted and organized within the data
 warehouse database for use by analytical applications and user queries.115
 One of the major challenges facing businesses with online operations today
 is the integration of clickstream data collected from visits to a web site
 with data collected from operations processed by legacy systems.116 Once
 the logistical problems associated with creating "webhouses" that combine
 data from web and legacy systems have been resolved, businesses will have
 very powerful support systems to aid in marketing and strategic decision
 making.
 "Data mining is the analysis of data for relationships that have not
 previously been discovered. For example, the sales records for a particular
 brand of tennis racket might, if sufficiently analyzed and related to other
 market data, reveal a seasonal correlation with the purchase by the same
 parties of golf equipment,"117 pay-per-view television programs, or over-
 the-counter health products. Data mining can (i) establish associations be-
 tween facts that were not known to have any correlation; (ii) determine
 chronological sequences of events; (iii) facilitate classification of data ac-
 cording to newly recognized patterns such as customer profiles; (iv) allow
 clustering of data into groups not previously known; and (v) support fore-
 casting based on newly discovered patterns that aid prediction. The data
 warehouse concept is gaining acceptance in part because of the possibility
 of fruitful data mining. 1 18
 COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES FROM EFFECTIVE
 EXPLOITATION OF DATABASES
 The combination of larger, more robust customer databases and so-
 phisticated data warehousing and mining technology can offer substantial
 competitive advantages to electronic commerce businesses. Companies
 can develop the ability to better identify likely customers and to recognize
 and anticipate individual preferences, resulting in increased sales and
 higher margins.119 In addition, once it is assembled, a customer database
 1 14. See Vivek R. Gupta, System Services Corporation, An Introduction to Data Warehousing
 (visited Oct. 21, 2000), available at <http://www.sserve.com/dwintro.asp>.
 115. Id.
 116. Beth Stackpole, Targeting one buyer - or a million (last modified Mar. 1, 2000), available
 at <http://www.earthweb.com/earthweb/template... + Version&cat_id = 1239&site_id= 72
 &brand_id = >.
 117. Whatis?com, data mining (last modified Oct. 27, 1999), available at <http://
 www. whatis.com/Whatls.... Exact/ 1 ,282033,,00.html?query = data + mining>.
 118. See generally Gupta, supra note 1 14.
 119. See Mena, supra note 101.
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 may be shared with other companies, offering an additional revenue
 stream at a low incremental cost.
 These benefits may be offset by the potential transaction costs of trans-
 acting in consumer data and the greater uncertainty created in today's
 changing legal environment. Business models that operate within the letter
 of the law may nevertheless be challenged by regulatory agencies and
 litigants that seek to expand on existing privacy theories.120
 THREATS TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS POSED
 BY DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION-SHARING TECHNOLOGY
 New technology not only creates opportunity, but also presents signifi-
 cant threats to electronic commerce companies. Recent advances in in-
 formation-sharing technology have markedly increased the importance of
 data security in maintaining and sharing database assets.
 An important attribute of computer networks is the ability to share and
 send data files. Given the increased capabilities for file sharing on the
 Internet, legal constraints such as copyright and licensing requirements
 become even more important to the owners of databases and similar in-
 tellectual property. While the Internet creates greater potential for abuse
 of data rights than traditional media, enforcement still is possible by track-
 ing data transfers to specific servers and seeking an injunction prohibiting
 the owner of the server from any further distribution in violation of such
 legal rights.
 However, a new type of software has been developed that allows indi-
 viduals to search directly within each others' hard drives and down-
 load any files contained in special user-designated folders. This new soft-
 ware is known as "peer-to-peer information-sharing technology," or P2P
 for short.
 These information-sharing programs, such as Napster,121 Gnutella,122
 and Freenet,123 enable users to freely distribute information to one another,
 regardless of copyright or other legal constraints. For example, the Napster
 web site contains the program which must first be downloaded. Thereafter,
 the web site need only be accessed to assist the user in matching his or
 her music file request with another Napster user whose hard drive contains
 the requested file. The files themselves are not stored at the Napster site.
 Napster does, however, depend on a central server to resolve data requests
 and verify identities of participants, so that there is a potential legal remedy
 for copyright abuse - shutting down Napster's business. This is precisely
 120. See supra notes 37-56 and accompanying text.
 121. <http://www.napster.com>.
 1 22. <http://www.gnutella.wego.com>.
 via. <http://treenetproject.org>.
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 the remedy sought by the Recording Industry Association of America in
 a lawsuit filed against Napster in June 2000. 124
 By contrast, later generation programs such as Gnutella and Freenet
 allow uncontrolled file sharing by participants, without any central server
 or other point of control. Once a user has downloaded the operating
 program, the user can access open files maintained by any other program
 participant through a "broadcast search" that seeks out the file on the
 systems of all of the individuals participating.125
 Gnutella poses an even greater potential threat to holders of trade se-
 crets. For example, Napster users may only use the program to download
 MP3 music files.126 In contrast, Gnutella users can transfer any type of
 computer file, including databases and MSWord documents.127 Further-
 more, it is possible for ISPs to block access to the Napster site,128 whereas
 the only way to prevent files from being transferred via Gnutella would be
 to disable every machine of every Gnutella user. ] 29
 Gnutella does not rely on a central repository of information.130 There
 is no one "target" for aggrieved parties to single out for legal action.
 Gnutella is a technology, not an entity. Freenet is similar, but goes a step
 further, adding a built-in system to ensure the anonymity of senders, re-
 cipients, and storers.131 The system is designed to "transparently" move,
 replicate, and delete files as necessary.132
 124. Lee Gomes, Napster Is in Talks With Record Labels To Settle Lawsuits, WALL St. J.June
 23, 2000, at A4. A federal judge initially granted the injunction. Appeals Court Panel to Hear
 Napster Arguments in October, L.A. Times, Aug. 30, 2000, at C2. The U.S. Court of Appeals for
 the Ninth Circuit agreed to hear Napster's appeal in October, 2000, staying the injunction
 until then. Id.
 125. Its designers see Freenet as a technology that will "liberate" information, operating
 under the principle that "information, by nature, seeks to be free." Ian Clarke, et al., Freenet:
 A Distributed Anonymous Information Storage and Retrieval System (July 1, 2000), available at <http:/
 / www.freenetproject.org/index.phpppage = theoppr>.
 126. An extension, however, of the Napster protocol called OpenNap, <http:/ /open-
 nap. sourceforge.net>, permits sharing of any media type. Doug Bedell, Filing through file- sharing
 software, Dallas Morning News, June 22, 2000, at 8F.
 127. See <http://gnutella.wego.com/go/wego.pages.pagepgroupld = 1 1 6705&view = page
 ID= 1 18400&folderld= 1 18398&panelld= 1 19597&action = view>.
 128. Melissa Arnold, Indiana U. officials block MP3 site, U-WiRE, Feb. 11, 2000, 2000 WL
 12899460.
 1 29. Or to pull Gnutella out of circulation, as occurred shortly after Gnutella was created
 by Nullsoft, a subsidiary of AOL. AOL reportedly paid 21 -year old Gnutella developer Justin
 Frankel $100 million for it, then promptly removed it from the Internet at the behest of
 Time-Warner, which (i) is in the process of being acquired by AOL, and (ii) is suing Napster,
 alleging copyright infringement. See Julia Angwin, AOL Takes Step to Let Customers Download
 Music, Asian Wall St. J., June 29, 2000, at 13, 2000 WL-WSJA 2942265; Diary: Tamed
 Rebel, Marketing WK.June 29, 2000, at 62, 2000 WL 10579026. In spite of this, Gnutella
 is still widely available, and other similar programs have been, and are now being, produced.
 130. Amy Kover, Napster: The Hot Idea Of The Tear, Fortune, June 26, 2000, 2000 WL
 3462396.
 131. See Clarke et al., supra note 125.
 132. Id.
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 The advent of these peer-to-peer information-sharing technologies has
 important implications for licensors and other compilers of customer data.
 Companies that own data assets should not assume that they will be able
 to enforce copyright or contract protections for databases should they be-
 come public. Accordingly, effective data security and encryption will be-
 come increasingly vital to protect the value of data and other intangible
 assets and to ensure compliance with privacy laws.133
 CURRENT U.S. LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR
 PROTECTION OF DATABASE ASSETS
 The U.S. law that applies to transactions in data assets is drawn from a
 number of sources, including federal statutes enacted pursuant to the In-
 tellectual Property Clause of the U.S. Constitution; common law theories;
 contract law; and the Uniform Commercial Code and proposed Uniform
 Computer Information Transactions Act. These are summarized below in
 turn, followed by a discussion of individuals' privacy rights and legislative
 attempts to create new database rights in the United States.
 COPYRIGHT PROTECTION OF DATABASES AS
 COMPILATIONS
 Article I, section 8 of the U.S. Constitution grants Congress the power
 "[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for
 limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their re-
 spective Writings and Discoveries."134 In enacting intellectual property
 legislation, Congress has balanced the need to incentivize and protect the
 rights of authors and inventors135 with the public's rights to access, par-
 ticularly to facts and factual materials.
 The 1976 Copyright Act expressly covers nine categories of works, in-
 cluding "compilations."136 "A 'compilation' results from a process of se-
 133. See FTC, Final Report of the Federal Trade Commission Advisory Com-
 mittee on Online Access and Security (May 15, 2000), available at <http://
 www.ftc.gov/acoas/index.htm>. For example, the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act
 Rule (COPPA Rule) (codified at 16 C.F.R. § 312 (2000)) mandates security and access for
 parents of children whose information has been collected by online sites; the security and
 access obligations of the COPPA Rule have been the subject of considerable debate. Adequate
 security measures also may provide additional legal rights under the Digital Millennium
 Copyright Act's (DMCA) anti-circumvention provisions, which make illegal software and
 practices intended to disable encryption technology. Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860
 (1998) (codified as amended in various sections of 1 7 U.S.C.). The DMCA applies to database
 compilations. Id.
 134. U.S. Const, art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
 135. Copyright law is intended "to promote the advancement of knowledge and learning
 by giving authors economic incentives (in the form of exclusive rights to their creations) to
 labor on creative, knowledge-enriching works." CCC Info. Serv., Inc. v. Maclean Hunter
 Market Rep., Inc., 44 F.3d 61, 65 (2d Cir. 1994).
 136. 17 U.S.C. § 103 (1994).
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 lecting, bringing together, organizing, and arranging previously existing
 material of all kinds, regardless of whether the individual items in the
 material have been or ever could have been subject to copyright."137 The
 protection accorded to a compilation, however, "extends only to the ma-
 terial contributed by the author of such work, as distinguished from the
 preexisting material employed in the work, and does not imply any exclu-
 sive right in the preexisting material."138
 Historically, Congress and the Supreme Court based legal protection
 for compilations and databases on two distinct theories. The first, known
 as the "sweat of the brow" theory, provided protection where compilations
 resulted from substantial effort and investment of the creator.139 The sec-
 ond rationale based copyright protection on the "selection and arrange-
 ment" of the underlying data, requiring elements of originality or creativ-
 ity, regardless of the extent of the effort employed.140
 In Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co.,141 however, the U.S.
 Supreme Court expressly rejected the "sweat of the brow" theory. Feist
 considered whether a White Pages phone book - a quintessential data-
 base, listing names, addresses, and phone numbers of persons living in a
 defined geographic area in alphabetical order - was entitled to copyright
 protection.142
 Feist Publications, Inc. (Feist) sought to compile a White Pages telephone
 book for the state of Kansas. Feist offered to pay for rights to use data
 collected by local telephone publishing companies. All of the local pub-
 lishers agreed, with the exception of Rural Telephone (Rural). Feist went
 forward with its comprehensive directory, including publication of 1 309 of
 Rural's listings without Rural's permission. Rural sued, alleging breach of
 copyright in its White Pages listings. The case ultimately reached the U.S.
 Supreme Court.
 In rejecting the "sweat of the brow" theory previously relied on to pro-
 tect compilations, the Court found that the purpose of copyright was to
 motivate authors to create works and not to reward them based solely on
 "industrious efforts."143 The 1976 revisions to the Copyright Act leave no
 doubt that originality, not "sweat of the brow," is the touchstone of copy-
 right protection in directories and other fact-based works. The Court noted
 137. H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476, at 57 (1976).
 138. 17 U.S.C. § 103(b).
 139. &¿ Jeweler's Circular Publ'g Co. v. Keystone Publ'g Co., 281 E 83, 88 (2d Cir. 1922).
 140. See N. Y. Times Co. v. Roxbury Data Interface, Inc., 434 E Supp. 217, 221 (D.NJ.
 1977).
 141. 499 U.S. 340(1991).
 142. Id. at 344.
 143. Id. at 349 ("The primary objective of copyright is not to reward the labor of authors,
 but '[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts.'" (quoting U.S. Const, art. I., § 8,
 d. 8)).
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 that the threshold requirement for establishing originality was low, and
 that factual compilations may meet the requirement where the author's
 selection and arrangement of the facts is original.144 Because Rural ex-
 pended insufficient creativity to make the White Pages directory original,
 it was not protected under copyright.145 A number of later cases have
 applied the Feist originality analysis in denying copyright protection for
 databases.146
 Feist's holding is sound as a matter of copyright law. Its practical import,
 however, is problematic for database companies. Many commercially valu-
 able databases consist of vast quantities of data that are aggregated at great
 expense for a variety of later uses but in basic form are not "selected" or
 "arranged" in any particular way. These data often are processed using
 software that allows the end user to sort and use them most productively.
 Thus, a competitor who can access the underlying data need only modify
 the software interface, or the underlying arrangement and/or selection,
 and will avoid copyright violation under Feist This was the holding in
 Matthew Bender & Co. v. West Publishing Co.,147 where the defendant extracted
 substantial components of West's case law database, including West's "star
 pagination" system, and was found not to have violated the Copyright
 Act.148
 COMMON LAW THEORIES OF DATABASE PROTECTION
 "Hot News" and Common Law Misappropriation
 Facts themselves are not eligible for protection under copyright law.149
 In certain cases, however, courts have found common law rights associated
 144. Id. at 348 ("[CJhoices as to selection and arrangement, so long as they are made
 independently by the compiler and entail a minimal degree of creativity, are sufficiently
 original that Congress may protect such compilations through the copyright laws." (citing 1
 Melville B. Nimmer & David Nimmer, Nimmer On Copyright §§2.11[D], 3.03
 (1990)). The Court found the originality requirement in the language of the Copyright Act
 governing "original works of authorship," 17 U.S.C. § 102(a), as well as an implicit require-
 ment under the Intellectual Property clause of the Constitution. Id. at 355.
 145. Id. at 362-64.
 146. See, e.g., Matthew Bender & Co. v. West Publ'g Co., 158 F.3d 693, 698-700 (2d Cir.
 1998); CCC Info. Serv., Inc. v. Maclean Hunter Mkt. Rep., Inc., 44 F.3d 61, 65-68 (2d Cir.
 1994), cert, denied, 516 U.S. 817 (1995); BellSouth Adver. & Publ'g Corp. v. Donnelley Info.
 Publ'g, Inc., 999 F.2d 1436, 1440 (11th Cir. 1993), cert, denied, 510 U.S. 1101 (1994) (com-
 peting telephone directory publisher permitted to copy elements of compilation where selec-
 tion, coordination, or arrangement of the data not copied); Victor Lalli Enters, Inc. v. Big
 Red Apple, Inc., 936 F.2d 671, 673-74 (2d Cir. 1991) (horse racing statistics compilation
 lacked sufficient selection and arrangement).
 147. 158 F.3d 693 (2d Cir. 1998).
 148. Id. at 708; see also Warren Publ'g, Inc. v. Microdos Data Corp., 1 15 F.3d 1509 (1 lth
 Cir. 1997) (directory of U.S. cable television systems lacked creativity required to obtain
 copyright protection after Feist, refusing to enjoin third party distribution of electronic copy
 of Warren's Television & Cable Factbook).
 149. Feist, 499 US. at 351.
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 with the use or publication of commercially valuable facts, typically under
 the tort doctrine of misappropriation.
 The landmark Supreme Court case of International News Service (INS) v.
 Associated Press (AP)150 held that commercially valuable "hot news" would
 be protected for limited time periods against wrongful misappropriation
 by competing businesses. During World War I, INS transmitted AP news
 reports to INS newspapers, which were used to prepare stories issued by
 newspapers in direct competition with AP papers. AP sued, seeking to
 enjoin this practice. The Court held that although news reports were not
 protectable by AP as against the public, INS's practice of exploiting them
 for commercial gain constituted misappropriation, a form of unfair com-
 petition.151 Specifically, the Court held that where a defendant unfairly
 procures factual material acquired by a competitor, and the defendant uses
 such material in competition with the defendant, relief would be appro-
 priate under the tort doctrine of misappropriation.152
 The "hot news" theory established by INS offered an alternative to
 copyright law in protecting data assets against commercial exploitation.
 By focusing on the commercial interests posed in conflicts over data use,
 the courts could avoid the lack of copyright originality in many compila-
 tions. This potential protection, however, has been largely eliminated by
 application of preemption principles resulting from the comprehensive fed-
 eral statutory framework governing copyright.153
 The Copyright Act includes an express provision defining the scope of
 preemption of state statutes and common law.154 State laws that create
 copyright-like rights are preempted if: (i) the material protected comes
 within the subject matter of copyright (i.e., is a type of work generally
 protected by copyright); and (ii) the state laws establish rights equivalent
 to any of the exclusive rights within the general scope of the copyright
 statute (i.e., the right asserted is equivalent to a right protected by copy-
 right.)155 Accordingly, courts addressing misappropriation claims following
 150. 248 U.S. 215 (1918).
 151. Id. at 235-36.
 152. Id. at 241-42.
 153. As a result of this potential conflict with preemption principles, INS has been limited
 in subsequent opinions. See, e.g., Cheney Bros. v. Doris Silk Corp., 35 E2d 279, 280 (2d Cir.
 1929).
 154. 17 U.S.C. §301(a) (1994).
 155. [A] 11 legal or equitable rights that are equivalent to any of the exclusive rights within
 the general scope of copyright as specified by section 106 in works of authorship that
 are fixed in a tangible medium of expression and come within the subject matter of
 copyright as specified by sections 102 and 103 ... are governed exclusively by this
 title. Thereafter, no person is entitled to any such right or equivalent right in any
 such work under the common law or statutes of any State.
 Id.
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 INS have held that state law must require proof of some "extra element"
 of protection by a plaintiff to avoid federal preemption.156
 A number of cases have applied "hot news" analysis and found an
 "extra element" of protection under common law principles.157 Any po-
 tential expansion, however, of the "hot news" doctrine appears to have
 been cut short as a result of the Second Circuit's recent opinion in National
 Basketball Association v. Motorola, Inc.158 (NBA) and subsequent cases.
 NBA arose out of a business launched by Motorola, Inc. to market a
 pager product for the dissemination of real-time information about NBA
 games. Motorola did not enter into an agreement with the NBA establish-
 ing rights to distribute this information. Motorola contracted with Sports
 Team Analysis and Tracking Systems, Inc. (STATS) to perform the infor-
 mation gathering from radio and television broadcasts, followed by trans-
 mission of the data via satellite to radio stations and then to Motorola
 pagers and a public web site. At the time the case was filed, the NBA had
 recently established its own information service, "Gamestats," to provide
 similar real-time information such as updates on game scores, although
 the service was not "live" at the time of trial.
 The NBA and NBA Properties, Inc. filed suit seeking an injunction
 prohibiting the Motorola paging business, alleging copyright infringement,
 false advertising under the Lanham Act,159 and misappropriation, among
 other counts. The district court dismissed the copyright claim, but held
 that Motorola improperly misappropriated valuable NBA-generated in-
 formation.160 The court applied the doctrine of "partial preemption,"
 finding that although broadcasts of NBA games would be entitled to copy-
 right protection, the games themselves were not,161 and therefore that the
 "subject matter" test for preemption had not been met.162 The court held
 in favor of the NBA on the claim of misappropriation, finding that Mo-
 torola and STATS "do not contribute in any manner ... to th[e] value
 upon which their product relies."163 Their service, in effect, deprived the
 NBA of its right to reap its own just reward.
 On appeal, the Second Circuit reversed, holding that the NBA-
 generated data sold by Motorola and STATS met the "subject matter"
 156. See, e.g., Computer Assoes. Int'l, Inc. v. Altai, Inc., 982 F.2d 693, 716 (2d Cir. 1992).
 157. See, e.g., Associated Press v. KVOS, Inc., 80 F.2d 575 (9th Gir. 1935) (prohibiting radio
 broadcasts taken from newspaper accounts), rev'd, KVOS, Inc. v. Associated Press, 299 U.S.
 269 (1936); McCord Co. v. Plotnick, 239 P.2d 32 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1951) (enjoining
 publication of credit information copied from trade newspaper).
 158. 105 F.3d 841 (2d Cir. 1997).
 159. 15 U.S.C. § 1 125(a)(l) (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
 160. National Basketball Ass'n v. Sports Team Analysis and Tracking Sys. Inc., 939 F.
 Supp. 1071, 1115 (S.D.N.Y. 1996), affd in part & vacated in part, National Basketball Ass'n v.
 Motorola, Inc., 105 F.3d 841 (2d Cir. 1997).
 161. NBA, 939 F. Supp. at 1093, 1097.
 162. Id. at 1098 n.24.
 163. /¿/.at 1105.
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 standard for preemption. "Although game broadcasts are copyrightable
 while the underlying games are not, the Copyright Act should not be read
 to distinguish between the two when analyzing the preemption of a mis-
 appropriation claim based on copying or taking from the copyrightable
 work."164 Such a distinction would significantly expand states' power to
 enact copyright-like protections for non-copyrightable works, and "render
 the preemption intended by Congress unworkable."165 Considering the
 broadcasts and the underlying games together, the court concluded that
 the facts taken from the NBA games by STATS and Motorola were within
 the subject matter of copyright, thereby preempting application of the
 common law.166
 The court went further, stating that: "[O]nly a narrow 'hot-news' mis-
 appropriation claim survives preemption for actions concerning mate-
 rial"167 that satisfies the subject matter prong of the preemption test, where
 the plaintiff can prove: (i) the time-sensitive nature of the factual informa-
 tion, (ii) free riding by the defendant, (iii) a threat to the very existence of
 the product or service offered by the plaintiff, (iv) the plaintiff generates or
 collects the information at some cost or expense, and (v) the defendant's use
 of the information is in direct competition with the product or service of-
 fered by the plaintiff.168 The information gathered and transmitted by Mo-
 torola and STATS was of course time sensitive, but was gathered and trans-
 mitted at their expense, and did not constitute "free-riding" or pose a threat
 to the NBA's "Gamestats" products.169 Because the claim did not meet
 the narrow "hot news" test, it was preempted under the Copyright Act.170
 Trade Secrets
 The common law trade secret doctrine can provide an alternative source
 of protection for databases. The doctrine generally protects valuable, con-
 fidential business information from misappropriation where the holder
 takes reasonable measures to maintain its secrecy. "Because of the intan-
 164. See National Basketball Ass'n, Inc. v. Motorola, Inc., 105 F.3d at 848-49; see also 17
 U.S.C. § 101 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998) (protecting a "fixed" broadcast if it is simultaneously
 recorded).
 165. National Basketball Ass'n, Inc. v. Motorola, Inc., 105 E3d at 849.
 166. See id. at 848-50.
 167. Id. at 852.
 168. Id.
 169. See id. at 854. The court found three distinct NBA-generated informational products:
 (i) generating information by hosting professional basketball games; (ii) "transmitting live, full
 descriptions of those games" (e.g. broadcasting the games); and (iii) "collecting and retrans-
 mitting strictly factual information about the games." See id. at 853. It found no "competitive
 effect whatsoever" in relation to the first two products, and that the market would reward
 the "superior" product in relations to the third, rather than prevent the NBA from entering
 that market at all. See id. at 853-54.
 170. See id.
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 gible nature of a trade secret, the extent of the property right therein is
 defined by the extent to which the owner of the secret protects his interest
 from disclosure to others."171
 The Uniform Trade Secrets Act,172 enacted in forty-one states and the
 District of Columbia, defines "Trade Secret" as:
 information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program, de-
 vice, method, technique, or process, that:
 (i) derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not
 being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by
 proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from
 its disclosure or use, and
 (ii) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances
 to maintain its secrecy.173
 The trade secret doctrine has been used in a number of cases to protect
 customer lists and other databases from misappropriation.174 Because of
 the secrecy requirement, however, the trade secret doctrine is of limited
 use to database companies that disseminate their products widely. To pre-
 vail in an action for trade secret violation, the database owner must prove
 that the database contains information that is kept secret and provides a
 valuable business advantage.175 Courts have provided trade secret protec-
 tion for customer lists that include addresses and phone numbers used
 by a company in a private, proprietary manner.176 By contrast, mass-
 marketing of a database would indicate that the contents are not something
 that the company intends to keep secret. An unpublished district court
 decision bolsters this conclusion by finding that mass-market distribution
 of a product would likely forfeit any available trade secret protection.177
 Because secrecy is the linchpin of trade secret protection, this cause of
 action may not provide protection to a widely disseminated database.
 171. Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 986, 1002 (1983) (citations omitted).
 172. See Unif. Trade Secrets Act, 14 U.L.A. 433 (1990 & Supp. 2000).
 173. Unif. Trade Secrets Act 8 1(4), 14 U.L.A. 438.
 174. See MAI Sys. Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F.2d 511 (9th Cir. 1993) (affirming
 summary judgment finding trade secrets in plaintiff's customer database); Surgidev Corp. v.
 Eye Tech., Inc., 828 E2d 452, 455 (8th Cir. 1 987) (concluding that ophthalmologist customer
 list generally known to others in the industry is entitled to trade secret status); American
 Paper & Packaging Prods., Inc. v. Kirgan, 183 Cal. App. 3d 1318, 1324 (Cal. Ct. App. 1986)
 (citing 28 A.L.R.3d § 7) (rejecting an argument that customer list is not protected as trade
 secret); Fred's Stores of Miss., Inc. v. M & H Drugs, Inc., 725 So. 2d 902, 91 1 (Miss. 1998)
 (concluding that a pharmacy master customer list is a trade secret where maintained
 confidentially).
 175. &* Restatement ofTorts§ 757 cmt.b(1939); Unif. Trade Secret Act § 1(4),
 14 U.L.A. 438 (1995 & Supp. 2000).
 176. See, e.g., Forest Lab., Inc. v. Formulations, Inc., 299 F. Supp. 202 (E.D. Wis. 1969),
 off d in part rev'd in part, Forest Lab., Inc. v. Pillsbury Co., 452 E2d 62 1 (7th Cir. 1971).
 177. See Stac Elee. v. Microsoft Corp., 38 E3d 1222, No. 94-1349, 1994 WL 467221, at
 ♦1 (Fed. Cir. (Cal.) July 5, 1994).
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 CONTRACT RIGHTS IN DATA AND DATABASES
 In the absence of strong copyright and trade secret protections, database
 owners have turned to contract provisions to protect their interests. These
 have included mass-market licenses, i.e., "shrinkwrap" and "clickwrap"
 contracts as part of the data product, which purport to bind the ultimate
 users of database products.
 Historically, courts limited the protection available to databases under
 contract theories, on the grounds that: (i) copyright law preempted en-
 forcement of common law contract rights restricting access to factual in-
 formation; and (ii) mass market and other "form" licenses were unenforce-
 able as against public policy or lacked assent under contract law.178 Recent
 cases have reversed this trend, finding mass market licenses to be enforce-
 able, and the proposed UCITA includes provisions that would enforce
 such licenses under appropriate circumstances.
 ProCD v. Zeidenberg: Using "Shrinkwrap" License
 Provisions to Protect Databases
 ProCD, Inc. created a CD-ROM mega-phonebook compilation of more
 than 3000 telephone directories at a cost of approximately $10 million
 over a two-year period.179 The packaging of each CD-ROM product in-
 cluded written notice that a license was enclosed in the database appli-
 cation, limiting its use to non-commercial purposes.180 The license restric-
 tions also appeared on the computer screen each time the enduser
 executed the software, and were set out in the software user's manual.181
 A Wisconsin computer science student, Matthew Zeidenberg, purchased
 the ProCD database application and developed his own software to access
 the database. Zeidenberg then placed the resulting database on an Internet
 server and charged a fee for third parties to access it.
 ProCD filed suit against Zeidenberg, alleging that he breached the terms
 of the shrinkwrap license when he placed the database on the server and
 provided access across the Internet.182 The Seventh Circuit held that
 ProCD's shrinkwrap license was enforceable and prohibited Zeidenberg's
 use of the database.183 The Seventh Circuit relied upon contract law and
 the Uniform Commercial Code in finding that "[a] vendor, as master of
 178. Step-Saver Data Sys., Inc. v. Wyse Tech., 939 F.2d 91, 105-06 (3d Gin 1991) (con-
 cluding that "box-top license agreement" printed on package containing computer software
 were not part of the parties' agreement and therefore unenforceable); Vault Corp. v. Quaid
 Software Ltd., 847 F.2d 255, 270 (5th Cir. 1988) (holding that license agreement provisions
 prohibiting decompilation or disassembly were unenforceable).
 179. ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 E3d 1447, 1449 (7th Cir. 1996).
 180. Id. at 1450.
 181. Id.
 182. Id.
 183. Id. at 1449.
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 the offer, may invite acceptance by conduct, and may propose limitations
 on the kind of conduct that constitutes acceptance."184
 In response to Zeidenberg's argument that copyright law preempted the
 use of such a shrinkwrap license, the Seventh Circuit observed: "courts
 usually read preemption clauses to leave private contracts unaffected. . . .
 [j]ust as [the copyright preemption clause] does not itself interfere with
 private transactions in intellectual property, so it does not prevent states
 from respecting those transactions."185 Moreover, "whether a particular
 license is generous or restrictive, a simple two-party contract is not 'equiv-
 alent to any of the exclusive rights within the general scope of copyright'
 and therefore may be enforced."186
 Pro CD has been widely regarded as an important and positive devel-
 opment in providing legal protection for databases. Under prior theories
 of copyright preemption and contract law, database companies had no
 viable means to establish protection of database assets. Under ProCD and
 a number of subsequent decisions,187 database companies should carefully
 draft and review contract provisions to maximize this protection. Com-
 panies, however, also should note that the terms of a proposed click-wrap
 agreement may be modified. Even where a party has included click-wrap
 terms, the provisions of a specific, negotiated license generally will be held
 to prevail.188
 184. Id. at 1452. The court, relying on several sections of the U.G.C, as adopted by
 Wisconsin, stated:
 "A contract for sale of goods may be made in any manner sufficient to show agreement,
 including conduct by both parties which recognizes the existence of such a contract."
 ... A buyer accepts goods under § 2-606(1 )(b) when, after an opportunity to inspect, he
 fails to make an effective rejection under § 2-602(1). ProGD extended an opportunity
 to reject if a buyer should find the license terms unsatisfactory; Zeidenberg inspected
 the package, tried out the software, learned of the license, and did not reject the goods.
 Id. at 1452-53 (citations omitted).
 1 85. Id. at 1 454-55. The copyright preemption clause (§ 30 1 (a)), in pertinent part, provides
 that "all legal or equitable rights that are equivalent to any of the exclusive rights within the
 general scope of copyright . . . are governed exclusively by this title." 17 U.S.C. § 301 (a)
 (1994).
 186. ProCD, 86 F.3d at 1455.
 187. See Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 E3d 1 147 (7th Cir. 1997) (enforcing terms pro-
 vided with mail order computer); CompuServe, Inc. v. Patterson, 89 E3d 1257 (6th Cir.
 1 996) (enforcing exclusive jurisdiction clause in electronic software transaction where user
 clicked "I agree"); Hotmail Corp. v. Van$ Money Pie, Inc., 47 US.PQ.2d (BNA) 1020 (N.D.
 Cal. 1998) (enforcing anti-spam provision of e-mail system user agreement).
 188. &¿ Morgan Labs, Inc. v. Micro Data Base Sys., Inc., 41 US.PQ.2d (BNA) 1850 (N.D.
 Cal. 1997) (refusing to apply shrink wrap exclusive choice of forum clause where an inde-
 pendent license agreement had been negotiated by the parties). Authority is split as to whether
 terms received with a product become part of the parties' agreement. At least one jurisdiction
 has already declined to follow the reasoning in Hill and ProCD, pointing out that a computer
 vendor generally is not, as the ProCD court found, master of his "offer," because in the typical
 consumer transaction, it is the buyer who is the offeror. See Klocek v. Gateway, Inc., 104 E
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 The Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act
 The Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA) is a
 model contract law statute proposed for enactment at the state level.
 UCITA applies to "computer information transactions," including com-
 mercial agreements "to create, modify, transfer, or license computer infor-
 mation or informational rights in computer information."189 While pri-
 marily intended to govern licensing of computer information already
 generated, this broad definition logically could be extended to sales and
 other non-licensing transactions. UCITA's purpose is to clarify and har-
 monize the law governing computer information transactions to support
 commerce in cyberspace.190
 "Computer information" is "information in electronic form which is
 obtained from or through the use of a computer or which is in a form
 capable of being processed by a computer."191 "Informational rights" are
 "all rights in information created under laws governing patents, copyrights,
 mask works, trade secrets, trademarks, publicity rights, or any other law
 that gives a person, independently of contract, a right to control or pre-
 clude another person's use of or access to the information on the basis of
 the rights holder's interest in the information."192 UCITA's concept of
 "informational rights" goes beyond traditional "intellectual property
 rights" and will offer potentially greater protection to database creators.
 UCITA's new rules of authentication and assent allow for easier on-line
 contract formation. UCITA expressly validates electronic contracts, in-
 cluding contracts between humans and electronic agents, and authorizes
 reliance on records that are kept solely in electronic form.193 Finally, con-
 sistent with ProCD and other similar cases, UCITA validates mass-market
 licenses for information products.194 The transactions do not need to be
 negotiated, so long as the end user has the opportunity to review the full
 terms of the license and affirmatively manifests assent.195
 Supp. 2d 1332, 1340-41 (D. Kan. 2000). Using only basic U.C.C, principles, the court rea-
 soned that the offeree, Gateway, accepted the offer when it completed the transaction or, at
 the latest, when it shipped the goods. Thus, under U.C.C. § 2-207 ("battle of the forms"),
 the accompanying license is a mere proposal to add terms. Because the contract is not
 between merchants, such terms do not become part of the contract unless the offeror ex-
 plicitly agrees to them. The failure to reject the goods is not an acceptance of the proposed
 terms, but rather a mere acknowledgment that the seller had delivered conforming goods.
 See id. at 1337-41.
 189. UCITA § 102(a)(l 1) (1999).
 190. National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, Introduction to Uniform
 Commercial Code Article 2B-Licenses (Draft Aug. 1, 1998).
 191. UCITA S 102(a)(10).
 192. Id § 102(a)(38).
 193. Id 5 107.
 194. Id 8 211.
 195. UCITA substantially expands the concept of manifested assent, allowing contract
 formation without "a signature, specific language or any specific conduct." Pamela Samuel-
 son & Kurt Opsahl, How Tensions Between Intellectual Property Policy and UCITA Are Likely to be
 Resolved, 570 PLI/Pat 741, 752-53 (1999) (quoting in part Reporter's Note to UCITA § 1 12).
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 To the extent that UCITA makes contractual relationships governing
 data transactions more certain to be enforceable, then in any jurisdiction
 which has enacted UCITA, parties to transactions in data would be well
 advised to specify as precisely as possible the rights and responsibilities of
 the parties in their agreements. Because the primary focus of UCITA is
 on transfers of information governed by license agreements, however,
 UCITA may provide few answers to questions about the right to control
 the same information that is collected by more than one party at the same
 time.
 The primary focus of UCITA is on contractual relationships, but in
 the insecure environment of the Internet, not all parties collecting click-
 stream data may be in contractual relationships with each other. For ex-
 ample, netzero.com may be monitoring one of its subscriber's Internet
 activity at the same time that activity is being monitored by a portal site
 such as Yahoo! that the subscriber has visited, by an advertiser displaying
 a banner ad to the subscriber, and by the business that paid for the banner
 ad to which the subscriber clicked through after seeing the ad. While
 netzero.com 's primary interest may be in profiling its subscriber's behavior
 and selling information about that behavior in the aggregate to businesses
 to target its subscribers, netzero.com may be able to draw some interesting
 inferences about the business models of the portal, the business that paid
 for the banner ad on the portal site, and the advertising agency that booked
 the banner ad for that business. Netzero.com is not in a contractual rela-
 tionship with any of those parties, however, just as netzero.com's subscriber
 is not in a contractual relationship with the banner ad company. Should
 any of the parties collecting information about the subscriber implement
 a technological fix to block the data collection practices of the others, and
 a dispute arises as to the right to implement that fix, there may be no
 contractual relationship in place to resolve the dispute.196
 Another open question that the provisions of UCITA do not clearly
 resolve is the enforceability of site licenses. Many web sites post privacy
 policies that govern their practices with regard to personal information
 they collect. It is unclear whether the act of posting these privacy policies
 creates a contractual relationship between the individual visiting the site
 and the party posting the privacy policy. UCITA includes a "two click"
 rule to indicate when it should be beyond question that a contract has
 been formed online,197 but sites that post privacy policies do not require
 196. In some instances, advertisers and ad servers may themselves dispute ownership of
 customer data. See Bob Tedeschi, IBM May Get Stingy With Click Data from Ads, Chi. Trib.,
 Nov. 15, 1999, at 8; Kathryn Kranhold & Michael Moss, Keep Away From My Cookies, More
 Marketers Say, Wall St. J., Mar. 20, 2000, at Bl.
 197. The February 2000 draft of UCITA § 1 12(d) provides:
 Conduct or operations manifesting assent may be proved in any manner, including a
 showing that a person or an electronic agent obtained or used the information or in-
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 visitors to click once, let alone twice, to acknowledge awareness of the
 provisions of the policy. The FTC has pursued web site operators who
 failed to comply with the terms of their posted privacy policies based on
 unfair and deceptive trade practices theories, not breach of contract
 theories.198 Claiming that a privacy policy creates a contractual relation-
 ship between the individual whose information has been collected subject
 to it and the web site operator may seem to be a good way to strengthen
 individual privacy rights on the web, but would then subject individuals
 to liability under the now ubiquitous "site license."199
 SUI GENERIS RIGHTS IN DATABASES
 In recent years the U.S. Congress has considered legislation that would
 create independent, sui generis rights in database assets, comparable to those
 established by the EU Database Directive.200 These efforts have been sup-
 ported by two basic policy arguments.
 First, there is a basic sense of unfairness in the holding of Fast and its
 progeny. Many argue that it is inequitable that third parties may copy and
 use freely databases which require substantial resources to create.201 More-
 over, the incentives to create such databases are reduced if there is no
 significant competitive advantage available to the creator.
 Second, in the absence of comparable database protection in the United
 States, databases owned by U.S. companies will not be protected under
 European law. Accordingly, many U.S. companies have strongly urged
 Congress to pass database protection legislation.
 Several bills have been considered in Congress since 1996. The Collec-
 tions of Information Antipiracy Act, H.R. 354, was introduced on January
 19, 1999.202 H.R. 354 would, in essence, enact the "sweat of the brow"
 theory of copyright protection rejected in Feist ,203 to protect electronic
 formational rights and that a procedure existed by which a person or an electronic agent
 must have engaged in the conduct or operations in order to do so. Proof of compliance
 with subsection (a)(2) is sufficient if there is conduct that assents and subsequent conduct
 that reaffirms assent by electronic means.
 198. GeoCities, 5 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 1124,485 at 24,329 (Feb. 5, 1999) (consent
 order); Liberty Fin. Cos., 5 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ^24,598 at 24,507 (Aug. 12, 1999)
 (consent order); ReverseAuction.com, Inc., Civil Action No. 000032 (D.D.C. Jan. 10, 2000).
 199. See generally, Ticketmaster Corp. v. Tickets.com, Inc., 54 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1344
 (CD. Cal. 2000) (granting summary judgement to the defendant Tickets.com on Ticket-
 master's breach of contract claim based on a site license with leave to amend pleadings if
 Ticketmaster could show Tickets.com's knowledge of the terms of the site license plus facts
 showing implied agreement to them).
 200. See EU Database Protection Directive, infra, note 97.
 201. Warren Publ'e, Inc. v. Microdos Data Corp., 1 15 F.3d 1509 (1 lth Cir. 1997).
 202. H.R. 354, 106th Cong. (1999).
 203. Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., Inc., 499 U.S. 340, 352 (1991).
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 databases that were created with substantial investment, and focus on pre-
 venting commercial harm and misuse by third party competitors. Analo-
 gous to the EU Database Protection Directive,204 this comprehensive ap-
 proach includes provisions to protect the user community, including fair
 and transformative use provisions and exemptions for librarians and ed-
 ucators. In addition, the bill includes specific protections for Internet Ser-
 vice Providers.205 A number of interests, including the U.S. Department
 of Justice, have questioned the constitutionality of this approach, to the
 extent that it provides protection for factual materials.206 An alternative,
 less sweeping approach has been proposed that would essentially enact
 common law theories of misappropriation.207 It is unclear whether Con-
 gress will act and, if so, which approach it would take in considering da-
 tabase protection legislation. It is likely, however, that the issue will become
 more visible in future legislative sessions.
 PRIVACY RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS
 Overview. Under U.S. law, privacy rights in general and information pri-
 vacy rights in particular are a patchwork of different statutes and common
 law doctrines that provide some protection for individuals in some con-
 texts. The Restatement (Second) of Torts includes four invasion of privacy
 torts: intrusion upon a person's seclusion or solitude; public disclosure of
 embarrassing private facts about someone; publicity which places someone
 in a false light in the public eye; and appropriation, for the use or benefit
 of the wrongdoer, of someone's name or likeness.208 Not all these rights
 are recognized in all jurisdictions however. The U.S. Supreme Court rec-
 ognized the right of privacy as a constitutional right in Griswold v. Connecti-
 cut,209 but that right only protected the citizen against intrusions by the
 government, not by other private parties.
 Historical Development. Beginning in the 1970s, as the use of computers
 grew, awareness grew of the potential social impact computers and data-
 bases might have, and a number of privacy laws were enacted in the United
 States. If individuals have rights to prevent personal information from
 being accessed, collected, analyzed, or transferred under one of these pri-
 vacy laws, then businesses that violate those rights in their data collection
 practices may face civil or criminal liability.
 204. See EU Database Protection Directive, infra, note 97.
 205. H.R. 354, 106th Cona (1999).
 206. William M. Treanor, DOJ Memo on Constitutionality of H.R. 2652 (July 28, 1998),
 available at <http://www.acm.org/usacm/copyright/dojhr2652memo.html>.
 207. Information Technology Association of America (ITAA), Draft Alternative to H.R. 2652
 andS. 2291 (visited Sept. 9, 2000), available at <http://www.itaa.org/govt/legact/dbdraft.htm>.
 208. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 652A(2) (1977).
 209. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).
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 For example, in 1970, Congress passed the Fair Credit Reporting Act,210
 regulating the collection and use of personal information by consumer
 credit reporting agencies. In 1974, Congress passed the Privacy Act,211
 which regulated the collection and use of personal information by the
 government. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974212
 permits a student or the student's parents to access educational records,
 and prohibits educational institutions receiving federal funding from using
 or disclosing the contents of a student's educational records without the
 student's consent, or for minor students, a parent's consent. Congress
 passed the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978213 following a Supreme
 Court decision that held that the Fourth Amendment did not apply to
 government efforts to obtain individual financial records,214 and it estab-
 lished notice and access procedures for access to personal financial infor-
 mation by government agencies. The Counterfeit Access Device and Com-
 puter Fraud and Abuse Act of 1984215 made it a crime to access a "federal
 interest computer" and obtain information, financial institution and con-
 sumer credit reporting agency files, without authorization. The scope of
 this law has repeatedly expanded as the law has been updated since 1984,
 most recently when Congress passed the National Information Infrastruc-
 ture Protection Act of 1996. 216 The Cable Communications Policy Act217
 prohibits a cable television company from collecting or disclosing infor-
 mation about its subscribers without their consent. The Video Privacy
 Protection Act218 prohibits video rental stores from disclosing their cus-
 tomers' names and addresses, and the titles of the videos they have rented.
 The Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act of 1998219 made it a
 crime to transfer or use a means of identifying another person with the
 intent to engage in unlawful activity.
 Electronic Communications. The Electronic Communications Privacy Act
 of 1986 (ECPA)220 protects all forms of electronic communications from
 unlawful interception and disclosure, and unlawful access to stored com-
 munications. "It is not always obvious which ECPA provisions cover com-
 munications, such as electronic mail, that are both transmitted and
 stored."221 The prohibition from intentionally accessing a stored electronic
 210. 15 US.C. § 1681 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
 211. 5 U.S.C. § 552a.
 212. 20 U.S.C. § 1232g.
 213. 12 U.S.C. 66 3401-3422.
 214. United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976).
 215. 18 US.C. § 1030.
 216. 18 US.C. 6 1030 (Supp. IV 1998).
 217. 47 US.C. § 551 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
 218. 18 US.C. 6 2710.
 219. 18 US.C. 6 1028 (Supp. IV 1998).
 220. 18 US.C. 66 2510-2522 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
 221. Michael Hatcher, Jay McDannell & Stacy Ostfeld, Computer Crimes, 36 Am. Crim.
 L. Rev. 397, 415 (1999). See also id. at 414 n.131 (citing United States v. Reyes, 922 F.
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 communication without authorization does not apply to an employer who
 monitors employee communications using an employer-provided system
 in the ordinary course of business, however.222 In addition, stored messages
 may be accessed and reviewed by the operator of an electronic commu-
 nication service, although they may not disclose such stored messages.223
 Financial Information. On November 12, 1999, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
 Act became law. Title V of the Act ("Disclosure of Nonpublic Personal
 Information") protects the financial privacy of consumers by (i) limiting
 the instances in which a financial institution may disclose nonpublic per-
 sonal information about a consumer to nonaffiliated third parties; and
 (ii) requiring a financial institution to disclose to all of its customers the
 institution's privacy policies and practices.224
 On February 24, 2000, the FTC released draft regulations under the
 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act that would require financial institutions to pro-
 vide notice of their privacy practices to customers and would restrict the
 ability of these institutions to disclose personal information about consum-
 ers to nonaffiliated third parties.225 Because "financial institutions" are
 defined extremely broadly under the proposed regulations, many catego-
 ries of businesses - particularly those that are engaged in the extension of
 credit - may be surprised to find themselves covered by these notice, opt-
 out, and disclosure requirements.226
 Covered financial institutions are required under the proposed rules to
 provide "clear and conspicuous" notice of their privacy practices to (i) any
 "consumer" whose nonpublic information the institution wants to disclose
 to a nonaffiliated third party; and (ii) anyone who will become a "cus-
 tomer" (prior to the time they actually become a customer).227 Notices
 can be provided in electronic form (as opposed to hard copy form) only if
 the consumer or customer agrees.228
 Supp. 818, 836-37 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (concluding that pressing a button on a pager to discover
 callers' identities was not an interception of a transmission but an access of stored commu-
 nications)); Steve Jackson Games, Inc. v. U. S. Secret Service, 36 E3d 457, 458 (5th Cir.
 1 994) (holding that seizing a computer to recover stored email messages was not interception
 of a transmission but an access of stored communications). Compare United States v. Smith,
 155 E3d 1051, 1063 (9th Cir. 1998) (concluding that a voicemail message accessed without
 authorization from a corporate voicemail system, recorded onto an audiotape and turned
 over to law enforcement was an interception of a transmission not an access of a stored
 communications).
 222. 18 U.S.C. § 2510(5)(a)(i) (1994).
 223. 18 U.S.C. § 2702 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
 224. Pub. L. No. 106-102, 113 Stat. 1338, 1437-38 (1999) (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 6802,
 6803).
 225. Privacy of Consumer Financial Information, 65 Fed. Reg. 1 1,174 (2000) (to be cod-
 ified at 16 C.F.R. pt. 313) (proposed Mar. 1, 2000).
 226. Id. at 11,176.
 227. /¿/.at 11,175-76.
 228. Id. at 11,180.
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 Notices to be required by the proposed rules are to include, among other
 things:
 • the categories of nonpublic information about consumers that are
 collected;
 • the categories of nonpublic personal information about current and
 former consumers that are disclosed;
 • the categories of affiliates and nonaffiliated third parties to whom
 nonpublic personal information about consumers is disclosed;
 • explanation of the consumer's right to opt out of disclosure, includ-
 ing the methods by which the consumer may exercise that right;
 and;
 • the company's policies and practices with respect to protecting
 the confidentiality, security, and integrity of nonpublic personal
 information.229
 FTC's proposed rules do not preempt state law unless the state law is
 "inconsistent" with the rules.230 If a state enacts a statute or regulation
 that affords consumers greater protection than the proposed rules, it will
 not be considered inconsistent with the rules and will not be preempted.231
 Health Information. Federal law currently does not govern the use of pri-
 vate health records. About half the states have comprehensive medical
 records confidentiality laws. The Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
 countability Act of 1996 included a provision requiring Congress to enact
 a national medical information confidentiality law by August 21, 1999.232
 In mid-2000, the Department of Health and Human Services was final-
 izing new regulations that would create the first comprehensive medical
 record privacy rights under U.S. law after Congress failed to enact legis-
 lation on medical record privacy under its own self imposed deadline con-
 tained in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of
 1996.233 Industry groups have attacked these medical record privacy reg-
 ulations as being too restrictive, but privacy advocates have also criticized
 the regulations as inadequate.234
 Children's Information. The Children's Online Privacy Protection Act of
 1998 (COPPA),235 governs online collection and use of personal infor-
 mation from children under age thirteen. The FTC issued regulations
 229. Id. at 11,181-82.
 230. Pub. L. No. 106-102, 113 Stat. 1338, 1437-38 (1999) (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 6802,
 6803).
 231. Id.
 232. Pub. Law 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936, 2034 (1996) (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1320d-2
 (Supp. IV 2000)).
 233. See 64 Fed. Reg. 59,918 (Nov. 3, 1999) (HHS proposed rule implementing HIPAA).
 234. Cassie M. Chew, Can HHS Rule Protect Privacy, Promote E-Commerce, Industry Asks? BNA
 Elect. Com. & L. Rep. 308 (Mar. 29, 2000).
 235. 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-6505 (Supp. IV 1998).
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 implementing COPPA in April 2000.236 Although COPPA is aimed pri-
 marily at web sites designed for children, any web site that contains a
 children's "area" is subject to the full force of the rules. Web site operators
 that knowingly collect any personal information from a child in any context
 must comply with COPPA with respect to that information.237 As a prac-
 tical matter, all companies that collect registration information that in-
 cludes date of birth may be required to meet COPPA's requirements,
 because they will be unable to prevent users from inputting birth dates
 indicating ages below thirteen.
 State Privacy Law Initiatives. During the last few years, states have enacted
 legislation in a variety of contexts that create privacy rights or impose
 conditions on the use of personal information. For example, states have
 passed laws protecting personal information related to: cable television
 viewing habits,238 computer access,239 personal information in the hands
 of merchants,240 consumer lists,241 library records,242 videotape rental re-
 cords,243 and tax information.244 At the time this article went to press there
 were more than 300 on-line privacy bills, aimed at the use of personal
 data, pending in state legislatures.245
 To date, states have not undertaken widespread enforcement of these
 requirements; however, in a few highly publicized recent actions state At-
 236. 16C.ER.pt. 312 (2000).
 237. COPPA has five principal compliance requirements. It requires the posting of: (i) A
 specific children's privacy policy, with a "prominent" link from the site's home page; (ii) The
 name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address of the employee or office responsible
 for privacy issues at the web site's operator's office; (iii) An identification of the type of
 information collected (e.g., e-mail address, home address, etc.); (iv) A description of all uses
 of the information, whether and why the site stores children's personal information, and the
 security measures used to protect such information; and (v) If there is (or will be) disclosure
 of children's personally identifiable information to third parties, including affiliates. If so, the
 policy must: identify such third parties by type (e.g., retailers); describe the use third parties
 will make of the information (e.g., marketing, targeted advertising, etc.); identify any assur-
 ances of confidentiality obtained from such third parties (or lack thereof); notify parents that
 they may refuse to permit such third party disclosure without losing any opportunities for
 their child to interact with the site; and confirm that children's participation in any game or
 activity will not be conditioned on the provision of more personal information than is nec-
 essary to participate. Id. at § 312.4(b).
 238. Fla. Stat. Ann. § 364.24 (West 1998).
 239. Ohio Rev. Code Ann. SS 29 13.01 -.04 (Anderson 1996).
 240. Va. Code Ann. §§ 59.1-442 to -444 (Michie 1998).
 241. Idaho Code § 9-348 (1998 & Supp. 2000).
 242. Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 1 1-25 (West 1958 & Supp. 2000).
 243. Tenn. Code Ann. 8 47-18-2204 (1995 & Supp. 1999).
 244. N.C. Gen. Stat. § 75-28 (1999).
 245. Marcia Stepanek, None of Tour Business, Bus. WK.June 26, 2000, at 78. A February,
 2000 estimate places the number of pending state and federal bills related to privacy, both
 on- and off-line, at 500, and further estimated that the total would reach approximately 2,000
 by the end of the year. Kelly Hearn, Wild Web hears hoofleats of lawmakers, CHRISTIAN Sci.
 Monitor, Feb. 14, 2000, at 20.
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 torneys General have filed suit against major financial institutions and
 Internet advertising companies based on alleged unlawful uses of con-
 sumer data.246
 While the number of enforcement actions remains low, states have re-
 cently indicated that pursuing privacy violations will soon be a top priority.
 In March, the National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG) voted
 to make computer crime and consumer privacy issues top priorities.247
 Going a step further, NAAG's 2000 summer meeting was the first in its
 history to devote all public sessions to privacy issues.248
 Self Regulation and FTC Enforcement. Internet and other data-intensive
 companies have attempted to avoid regulation through adoption of self-
 regulatory privacy policies, consistent with and monitored by third party
 organizations such as TrustE. Some have viewed self regulation as insuf-
 ficient and designed more for public relations purposes than protecting
 consumer data.249
 The FTC has taken action in some cases to add teeth to self-regulatory
 efforts. For example, in late 1998 FTC filed an action against GeoCities,
 alleging violations of GeoCities' stated privacy policies in its use and dis-
 tribution of customer data.250 The case was resolved by a consent decree
 pursuant to which GeoCities was required to implement various corrective
 measures and otherwise ensure compliance with its original stated poli-
 cies.251 In June 2000, FTC filed a similar action against Toysmart.com,
 seeking to prohibit a bankruptcy sale of Toy smart' s customer data that
 would have violated Toysmart's posted privacy policy.252
 246. In June 1 999, Minnesota Attorney General Mike Hatch filed a federal lawsuit against
 U.S. Bancorp alleging that it improperly shared customer information with a third party
 telemarketing company. See Timothy L. O'Brien, Big Bank Says it Won't Share Customer Data,
 N.Y TIMES, June 12, 1999, at Cl. New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer conducted an
 investigation of similar conduct by Chase Manhattan Bank, which was resolved in a detailed
 settlement limiting use of Chase Manhattan's customer data. &<? Winnie Hu, Chase Bank Agrees
 to Stop Sharing Data, N.Y. TlMES,Jan. 26, 2000, at Bl. In February 2000, Michigan Attorney
 General Jennifer Granholm alleged that DoubleClick, Inc. violated the Michigan Consumer
 Protection Act by failing to disclose to Internet users its systematic use of cookies and profiling
 software. Gail Appleson, State officers eye lawsuits over privacy violations, June 20, 2000, available at
 <http://www.biz.yahoo.com/rf/000620/n20380759_3.html> [hereinafter Appleson] .
 247. Id.
 248. Id.
 249. See, e.g., Mark E. Budnitz, Privacy Protection/or Consumer Transactions in Electronic Commerce:
 Why Self-Regulation Is Inadequate, 49 S.C. L. Rev. 847 (1998).
 250. Michael D. Scott, GeoCities Targeted by FTC in Internet Privacy Enforcement Action, 3 CY-
 BERSPACE LAW. 5 (1998); Internet Site Agrees to Settle FTC Charges of Deceptively Collecting Personal
 Information in Agency's First Internet Privacy Case, FTC News Release (dated Aug. 13, 1998),
 available at <http://www.ftc.ffov/opa/1998/9808/ffeocitie.htm>.
 251. Id.
 252. See supra note 81. A copy of the FTC's complaint is available on the FTC web site at
 <http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/07/toysmartcmp.htm>.
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 It is also reasonable to expect that consumer lawsuits challenging data
 practices will, in relevant cases, be based on alleged violations of corporate
 policies. While self regulation may not have a direct enforcement mecha-
 nism, the prospect of FTC actions or class action litigation should lead
 companies to carefully comply with their published policies.
 Online Privacy Legislation. On May 22, 2000, the FTC issued a report
 (Report) describing its comprehensive search of online privacy disclosures
 and practices.253 By a 3-2 vote of the Commissioners, the FTC concluded
 in the Report that industry efforts at self-regulation have been insuffi-
 cient.254 Accordingly, the Report recommended legislation that would es-
 tablish required privacy measures including notice, choice, access, and
 security, and also would give an implementing agency authority to pro-
 mulgate and enforce rules to enforce more detailed standards.255 In mid-
 2000, Congress was considering a broad online privacy bill similar to that
 recommended by the FTC.256 As of this writing, however, no such legis-
 lation has been enacted.
 DATABASE LICENSING RIGHTS IN BANKRUPTCY
 As illustrated by the case studies of Boo.com and Toysmart.com, bank-
 ruptcy scenarios can create significant problems and opportunities for par-
 ties to database licenses, their creditors, and third parties. Unfortunately,
 the Bankruptcy Code provisions that govern rights in data and intellectual
 property create significant ambiguities. The Bankruptcy Code historically
 focused on real property, physical assets, and contractual business relation-
 ships. New economy licensed assets such as software code, databases, con-
 tent, and other intellectual property and intangibles, often are not clearly
 addressed under the Bankruptcy Code.
 The filing of a bankruptcy petition has a number of important effects.
 For the debtor, bankruptcy filing can allow immediate suspension of on-
 going contractual obligations and require the sale of assets to satisfy out-
 standing obligations to creditors. For companies that do business with the
 debtor, filing of a bankruptcy petition can result in termination or assign-
 ment of licensed assets to third parties, discontinuation of fee payments,
 and the potential for material breaches of license terms such as confiden-
 tiality and data security. Creditors will want to maximize the proceeds
 from the sale of the debtor's assets, and third parties may use bankruptcy
 as an opportunity to acquire assets, or the entire company, at a substantial
 discount.
 253. Federal Trade Commission, Privacy Online: Fair Information Practices
 in the Electronic Marketplace (May 2000), available at <http://www.ftc.gov/reports/
 privacy2000/privacy2000.pdf>.
 254. Id. at ii.
 255. Id. at 36-38.
 256. Consumer Privacy Protection Act, S. 2606, 106th Cong. (2000).
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 Effects of Bankruptcy on Licensees. After the filing of a petition for bank-
 ruptcy, section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code authorizes the Trustee to stop
 performance to third parties immediately if that would benefit the estate.
 This can have important adverse effects on parties that had ongoing li-
 censing arrangements with companies going into bankruptcy. In Lubrizol
 Enterprises, Inc. v. Richmond Metal Finishers, Inc.,257 for example, Richmond
 Metal Finishers had granted Lubrizol a non-exclusive license to use a
 proprietary metal coating process. Richmond filed a Chapter 1 1 petition,
 and its trustee sought to reject the license in order to increase the value
 that would be obtained by selling or licensing the technology to a third
 party in the bankruptcy proceeding. The court upheld the Trustee's action,
 holding that the effects on the licensee were not relevant to the decision.258
 The Lubrizol holding created alarming risks for the increasing number
 of businesses that relied on licensed technology and intellectual property.
 Every license, no matter how vital to the licensee's business, would be
 subject to potential termination merely upon the filing of a bankruptcy
 petition by the licensor. To address this problem, Congress passed the
 Intellectual Property Licenses in Bankruptcy Act (section 365(n)).259
 Section 365(n) is intended to balance the rights of debtors, licensees,
 and third parties. It provides that when a debtor-licensor rejects a license
 in intellectual property, the licensee may elect either to (i) treat the license
 as terminated, if the rejection would have constituted a breach under non-
 bankruptcy laws;260 or (ii) retain the licensee's rights under the license as
 they existed as of the time of filing of the bankruptcy petition, provided
 that the licensee continue to make payments due under the license.261 If
 the rights are retained, the licensee also may renew the license at its option
 either under the terms of the contract or otherwise under applicable non-
 bankruptcy law.262
 The definition of "intellectual property" under the Bankruptcy Code is
 narrower than in nonbankruptcy law. It includes trade secrets, patents, and
 copyrighted materials, but does not extend to trademarks.263 Application
 of this definition to new economy assets results in uncertainties. For ex-
 ample, the courts are split on whether Internet domain names are personal
 257. 756 E2d 1043 (4th Cir. 1985), cert, denied, 475 U.S. 1057 (1986).
 258. Lubrizol, 756 F.2d at 1048.
 259. 11 U.S.C. § 365(n) (1994). For analysis of whether the kinds of "clickstream data"
 and other customer profiles developed by on-line retailers will qualify as intellectual property,
 see supra notes 134-77 and accompanying text. Note that at this point the issue is far from
 settled. For purposes of this part, it will be assumed that such data will be afforded applicable
 protection in bankruptcy.
 260. Id. § 365(n)(l)(A).
 261. Id. § 365(n)(l)(B).
 262. Id. S 365(n)(lVB)(i), (ii).
 263. Id. § 101(35A).
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 property,264 trademark rights,265 or other intellectual property. Database
 assets will need to be analyzed under principles of trade secret and copy-
 right law to determine whether they constitute "intellectual property" for
 purposes of section 365(n).266 Other assets that may or may not constitute
 intellectual property under the Code include content licenses, web linking
 licenses, strategic alliance and co-branding agreements, and web hosting
 licenses.
 Effects of Bankruptcy on Licensors. Parties that license databases or access to
 customer data through alliance agreements also may be affected where
 the licensee files for bankruptcy. In those cases, the licensor may have a
 strong interest in prohibiting sale or transfer of the database to a third
 party for the benefit of the estate.
 Section 365(c) of the Bankruptcy Code provides that a trustee may as-
 sume or assign certain executory contracts of the debtor.267 As a practical
 matter, it may be necessary for the trustee to assume key contracts to
 continue operations, such as, for example, an Internet businesses web host-
 ing agreement. Alternatively, a trustee might seek to assign valuable con-
 tracts to third parties in exchange for cash payments into the estate.
 Section 365(c)(l)(A) of the Bankruptcy Code, however, restricts the abil-
 ity of a trustee to assign executory contracts where such assignment would
 be prohibited under non-bankruptcy law.268 As a general matter, common
 law principles prohibit assignment of personal services contracts. Because
 intellectual property rights historically have been viewed as being in the
 nature of personal property, the section 365(c) restriction on assignment
 may extend to a number of different types of intangible assets. For example,
 in Everex Systems, Inc. v. Cadtrak Corp. {In re CFLC, Inc.),269 the Ninth Circuit
 prohibited a debtor from assigning its rights under a non-exclusive patent
 license.270 This principle may be important to licensors who seek to pre-
 vent transfer of intellectual property to third parties who may be compet-
 itors or potential customers in their own right.
 264. Umbro Int'l, Inc. v. 3263851 Canada, Inc., 50 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1786, 1789 (Va.
 Cir. Ct. 1999) (finding domain name to be a personal asset subject to lien), reo3 d in part on other
 grounds, Network Solutions, Inc. v. Umbro Int'l, Inc., 529 S.E.2d 80 (Va. 2000).
 265. Dorer v. Arel, 60 F. Supp. 2d 558, 260-61 (E.D. Va. 1999) (concluding that domain
 name represents trademark rights and contract rights).
 266. 1 1 U.S.C. § 101 (35A) defines "intellectual property" so as to include "trade secret"
 "to the extent protected by applicable nonbankruptcy law." Id.
 267. See id. § 365(c) (setting out certain instances where a trustee may not assume or assign
 executory contracts of the debtor).
 (2btt. See id. § 3b5(cXl)(A).
 269. 89 E3d 673 (9th Cir. 1996).
 270. Id. at 680. See, e.g., Harris v. Emus Records Corp., 734 F.2d 1329 (9th Cir. 1998)
 (prohibiting assignment of rights under mechanical recording license); In re Patient Educ.
 Media, Inc. 210 B.R. 237 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y 1997) (prohibiting assignment of copyright license
 to reproduce photographs).
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 Some courts have gone further, reading section 365(c)(l)(A) also to pro-
 hibit the assumption of an executory contract where the assignment of that
 contract would be prohibited under the common law. In re Catapult Enter-
 tainment, Inc.,271 for example, held that a debtor could not assume rights to
 continue use of a non-exclusive patent where the licensor objected.272
 These cases have very important implications for new economy companies
 that rely on licensed intellectual property. If that intellectual property may
 not be assumed, the threat of bankruptcy may alter the relative leverage
 of the debtor, creditor, and licensors.
 DATA AND DATABASES IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
 Within the European Union in recent years, there has been strong leg-
 islation passed both to protect individual privacy rights in data and to
 protect proprietary interests in databases. The EU made an effort at the
 1996 diplomatic conference convened by the World Intellectual Property
 Organization (WIPO)273 to have a multilateral treaty drafted that would
 have propagated the EU model of database protection around the world.
 Although this effort was unsuccessful in 1996, it is likely that WIPO will
 return to the issue in the future.274
 FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICE PRINCIPLES AND THE
 OECD PRIVACY GUIDELINES
 In the United States, the idea of fair information practice principles was
 first systematically articulated by the Department of Health, Education
 and Welfare in a 1973 report entitled Records, Computers and the Rights
 of Citizens (HEW Report).275 The "fair information practice principles"
 first evolved in the context of the rights of individuals as against the gov-
 ernment, and have become widely adopted among U.S. governmental
 agencies since they were developed. In addition to the HEW Report, the
 major U.S. government reports setting forth the core fair information prac-
 tice principles are: The Privacy Protection Study Commission, Personal
 271. 165 F.3d 747 (9th Cir. 1999).
 272. Id. at 754-55. See also City of Jamestown v. James Cable Partners (In re James Cable
 Partners), 27 E3d 534 (11th Cir. 1994); In re West Elee. Inc., 852 F.2d 79 (3d Cir 1988);
 Breeden v. Catron (In re Catron), 158 B.R. 629 (E.D. Va. 1993), affd, 25 F.3d 1038 (4th Cir.
 1994).
 273. The World Intellectual Property Organization is a specialized agency of the United
 Nations charged with oversight of multilateral intellectual property law treaties.
 274. Pamela Samuleson, The U.S. Digital Agenda at WIPO, 37 Va. J. Int'l. L. 369, 427
 (1997).
 275. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Records, Com-
 puters, and the Rights of Citizens: Report of the Secretary's Advisory Com-
 mittee on Automated Personal Data Systems (1973).
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 Privacy in an Information Society;276 Information Infrastructure Task
 Force, Information Policy Committee, Privacy Working Group, Privacy
 and the National Information Infrastructure: Principles for Providing and
 Using Personal Information;277 U.S. Department of Commerce, Privacy
 and the NIL Safeguarding Telecommunications-Related Personal Infor-
 mation;278 and U.S. Federal Trade Commission, Online Privacy: A Report
 to Congress.279
 In 1978, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
 (OECD) convened a group of experts to study developments in different
 countries and to produce guidelines that might form a consensus position
 on privacy issues, facilitating harmonization of national laws in this area.
 In 1980, the OECD published its Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy
 and Transborder Flows of Personal Data (OECD Guidelines).280 The
 OECD Guidelines included principles providing that individuals should
 be notified when personal data is being collected; that the amount of per-
 sonal data collected and the uses to which it may be put should be limited;
 that data collected for one purpose should not later used for another; that
 personal data should be disclosed without the consent of the subject; that
 it should be kept secure; that individuals should have a means of learning
 who is collecting data about them; that individuals should be allowed to
 access data that has been collected about them and to have corrections
 made if the data is not accurate; and that there should be some means of
 holding those who collect personal data accountable for compliance with
 these principles.281
 The OECD Guidelines may be difficult to interpret and apply to more
 contemporary data collection practices for several reasons. They refer to
 a "data controller,"282 but organizations that collect from a variety of
 sources in open network environments may not have any single person or
 even a single group of people who are in control of data collection prac-
 tices. There is no de mininas threshold on what constitutes a data record,
 which creates administrative problems of staggering proportions in trying
 to meet notice, consent and access requirements with regard to data sub-
 jects. Given the volume of information now being collected about individ-
 276. The Privacy Protection Study Commission, Personal Privacy in an In-
 formation Society (1977).
 277. I.I.T.F. Committees and Working Groups (visited Oct. 5, 2000), available at <http://
 www.iitf.nist.gov/committee.html>.
 278. National Telecommunications and Information Administration (visited Oct. 5,
 2000), available at <http://www.ntia.doc.gov>.
 279. Federal Trade Commission, Privacy Online: A Report to Congress (June
 1998), available at <http://www.ftc.gov/reports/privacy3>.
 280. Organization for Economics Co-operation and Development, Guide-
 lines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data
 (Sept. 23, 1980), available at <http://www.oecd.org/dsti/sti/it/secur/prod/PRTVEN.HTM>.
 281. See id. arts. 7-14.
 282. See id. art. l(a)
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 uals and the distributed manner in which it may be stored, the security
 problems associated with granting individuals the right to access data and
 make corrections to it are also very significant, especially given that there
 is no generally agreed upon system for checking the identity of the party
 requesting access to a data record.
 Some more recent statements of fair information practice principles add
 the idea of "chain of trust" which requires that whenever information is
 used or transferred, it should always enjoy the same level of protection.283
 If the chain of trust notion were added to fair information practices, a
 party in control of personal information would be under an obligation not
 to permit its onward transfer without confirming that the data after trans-
 fer would be subject to the same controls and limitations as it was before
 the transfer. The chain of trust idea helps to clarify the rights and obli-
 gations of a party wishing to make an onward transfer of data, but does
 not necessarily address the rights and obligations of a party receiving an
 onward transfer of data. If the notion of chain of trust becomes generally
 recognized as a fair information principle, however, it could create a "due
 diligence" obligation on the part of a party receiving an onward transfer
 of data to ensure that it had been informed of all relevant limitations that
 would apply to its own use of the data.
 THE EU DATA PROTECTION DIRECTIVE
 Overview. Countries in the European Union (EU) have taken a funda-
 mentally different approach to consumer data rights than the United
 States, imposing regulatory requirements and prohibitions on many as-
 pects of use, collection, and distribution of customer data. EU data pro-
 tection laws are consistent with the fair information practice principles
 developed in the United States with regard to government collections of
 data, and with the OECD Guidelines. Because of differences among the
 EU member states themselves, the EU decided in the early 1990s to "har-
 monize" national data protection laws and to prevent transfer of customer
 data to countries lacking "adequate" levels of data protection.
 This effort resulted in the EU Data Protection Directive (Directive),
 adopted in 1995.284 The Directive was to be implemented by the member
 states no later then October 1998, but as of January 2000, only half of the
 member states had enacted the Directive into national law. Nevertheless,
 all are on the way to adopting new laws, and their courts and data pro-
 283. See, e.g., California HealthCare Foundation, Privacy: Report on the
 Privacy Policies and Practices of Health Web Sites (Jan. 2000) at 12, available at
 <http://admin.chcf.org/documents/ehealth/privacywebreport.pdf>; Standards for Privacy
 of Individually Identifiable Health Information, 64 Fed. Reg. 59,918, 59,924 (1999) (to be
 codified at 45 C.F.R. pts. 160-64) (proposed Nov. 3, 1999).
 284. EU Database Protection Directive, supra note 97.
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 tection authorities are already interpreting existing laws in light of the
 Directive.
 Processing Requirements and Prohibitions. The Directive covers the "process-
 ing" (defined to include anything that can be done with data, from collec-
 tion to deletion285) of "personal data" (any information identified or iden-
 tifiable to a natural person286), by automated or manual means, subject to
 a few narrow exclusions. Processing for purely personal or household pur-
 poses is excluded, as are government activities (such as the police and the
 military) that are outside the scope of the EU Treaty itself. In effect, vir-
 tually all processing of personal data for commercial purposes is to be
 covered by national laws implementing the Directive.
 Under Article 6 of the Directive, "data controllers," defined as persons
 or entities that determine the purposes and means of processing, alone or
 jointly with others,287 are responsible for meeting substantive "data qual-
 ity" requirements and otherwise protecting covered data. Processing is
 only permitted where the individual "data subject" has given "unambig-
 uous" consent, or where the processing is necessary for (i) the performance
 of a contract with the data subject; (ii) in order to enter into a contract
 with the data subject; or (iii) to comply with a legal obligation.288 Process-
 ing may also be allowed under a general balancing test, where the indi-
 vidual's privacy interests do not override the "legitimate interests" of the
 controller,289 but this is a basis that has not been clearly defined to date.
 Processing of "special categories" of sensitive data (race, religion, political
 opinion, trade union membership, health, or sex life) generally requires
 specific consent.290 The Directive requires that data subjects have rights
 of access to the covered data291 and to object to direct marketing.292
 Data Exporting. EU member states are obliged to provide that data is
 exported only to third countries that ensure "an adequate level of protec-
 tion," as determined by the Commission under specified procedures. Most
 non-EU countries, including the United States, have failed to demonstrate
 protections deemed to be "adequate" by the EU. Accordingly, the United
 States and EU have developed "safe harbor" provisions that allow the
 transfer of data to qualifying entities in the United States.293
 Contract Protections. A number of EU member states permit data flows
 from individual companies (or among business networks such as travel
 285. See id art. 2(b).
 286. Id. art. 2(a).
 287. Id. art. 2(d).
 288. Id. art. 7(b), (c).
 289. Id. art. 7(f).
 290. See EU Database Protection Directive, supra note 97, art. 8.
 291. See id. art. 12.
 292. See id. art. 14(b).
 293. International Trade Administration Electronic commerce iask
 Force, Final Safe Harbor Documents (July 21, 2000), available at <http://
 wv^w.ita.doc.gov/td/ecom/menu.htm^.
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 reservation systems) based on contractual guarantees, which in some coun-
 tries must be approved in advance by the data protection authority be-
 tween the data "exporting" party in Europe and the data "importing"
 party in the United States or some other third country. If the importing
 party fails to comply with its obligations under the agreement, the data
 protection authority may take action against the exporting party in Europe
 to suspend transfers. A number of "model" contracts have been developed
 to govern transborder data flows that would be effective under article 26
 of the Directive, although none have formally been approved by the Com-
 mission to date.
 Enforcement. The Directive stipulates that member states must give in-
 dependent data protection authorities investigative powers and the au-
 thority to order the blocking of data processing or data transfers.294 The
 member states also must provide for judicial remedies, including injunctive
 relief, compensatory damages, and "suitable" sanctions to ensure compli-
 ance.295 The Directive establishes EU-level procedures, including proce-
 dures for adopting additional measures that are binding on all member
 states as a treaty obligation.
 The Directive has major implications for U.S. companies doing business
 through the Internet or using customer data that has or may have origi-
 nated in the EU. EU member states may assert jurisdiction to prohibit
 certain uses of exported data, and it also is conceivable that EU data
 subjects could seek relief in U.S. courts for violations of data protection
 agreements or safe harbor provisions by U.S. companies.
 THE EU DATABASE DIRECTIVE
 On January 1, 1998, the EU Directive on the Legal Protection of Da-
 tabases (Database Directive) became effective.296 The Database Directive
 is intended primarily to stimulate investment in databases in EU member
 states and to increase the European share of the database market.297
 The Database Directive defines a database as "a collection of indepen-
 dent works, data or other materials arranged in a systematic or methodical
 way and individually accessible by electronic or other means."298 The
 Database Directive provides protection, equivalent to copyright in the
 United States, based on "substantial investment" by the creator in obtain-
 ing, verifying or presenting the database's contents, but only where selec-
 tion or arrangement of the database's contents constitute "the author's
 own intellectual creation."299
 294. EU Database Protection Directive, supra note 97, art. 28.
 295. Id. arts. 22, 24.
 296. See Council Directive 96/9, 1996 O.J. (L77) 20 [hereinafter Database Directive].
 297. See id. recitals 11 & 12.
 298. Id. art. 1(2).
 299. See id. recital 15 & art. 3(1).
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 The rights conferred by the Database Directive may be transferred,
 assigned, or granted by the holder under contractual license.300 The Di-
 rective states, however, that the new rights may not prejudice other rights
 in the contents of the database.301 In particular, rights under the Database
 Directive are made subordinate to the rights conferred by the Data Pro-
 tection Directive.302
 Qualifying databases are protected from the time of completion for a
 period of 1 5 years from the first of January following the date of comple-
 tion,303 with additional 15-year periods when the creator makes any "sub-
 stantial change" or accumulates a series of successive changes that consti-
 tute a "substantial new investment" in the database.304
 The Database Directive allows the generator "to prevent extraction
 and/or re-utilization of the whole or of a substantial part" of the database
 contents305 and to prevent repeated and systematic extraction or re-
 utilization which unreasonably prejudices the maker's "legitimate inter-
 ests." 306 It also creates exceptions for extraction or re-utilization that con-
 stitutes "public lending" or extracting and/or re-utilizing insubstantial
 parts of the contents of the database.307 The lawful user is authorized to
 use the database for any purpose that does not conflict with normal ex-
 ploitation of the database or unreasonably prejudices the legitimate inter-
 est of the maker.308
 The Database Directive applies to persons in the EU. The Directive
 also provides protection for persons located in countries outside of the EU
 that have enacted "comparable" database protections. As noted above, the
 U.S. Congress has considered legislation that would enact sui generis data-
 300. Id. art. 7(3).
 301. See id. art. 7(4).
 302. The Database Directive provides:
 Whereas the objective of this Directive, which is to afford an appropriate and uniform
 level of protection of databases as a means to secure the remuneration of the maker of
 the database, is different from the aim of Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parlia-
 ment and of the Council of 24 October 1 995 on the protection of individuals with
 regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, which
 is to guarantee free circulation of personal data on the basis of harmonized rules de-
 signed to protect fundamental rights, notably the right to privacy which is recognized
 in Article 8 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
 Fundamental Freedoms; whereas the provisions of this Directive are without prejudice
 to data protection legislation.
 Database Directive, supra note 296, recital 48 (citation omitted).
 303. See id. art. 10(1).
 304. See id. art. 10(3).
 305. See id. art. 7(1).
 306. See id. art. 7(5).
 307. See id. art. 8(1).
 308. See id. art. 8(2).
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 base protection rights comparable to those under the EU Database Di-
 rective, but to date that legislation has not become law.
 COMMERCIAL LAW AND COMMERCIAL
 TRANSACTIONS IN DATA
 MANAGING OPEN NETWORKDATA COLLECTION
 PRACTICES BY CONTRACT
 In open network environments, a party that wishes to limit the rights of
 other parties to collect data that can be accessed over the network has
 several choices: (i) make it impossible as a practical matter to access the
 data, which might require removing it from the Internet; (ii) enter into a
 formal contractual relationship with other parties who have a motive for
 collecting the data and the ability to do so, although not all such parties
 may be willing to enter into a contractual relationship; or (iii) put up a
 "terms of access" notice and argue that a contract that includes the terms
 of access notice has been formed by anyone who does in fact access the
 data. The enforceability of "legal notices" on web sites that try to impose
 license terms on anyone accessing the web site is unclear.309 Intellectual
 property law may not protect data that is accessible over a public network
 such as the Internet. A "terms of access" notice that is modeled after such
 "legal notices" site licenses is not so clearly a license, because the under-
 lying right of the party posting the notice to exclude third parties is unclear.
 A contract term limiting a party's right to collect data that it is tech-
 nologically feasible for it to collect may not have much practical effect
 unless it is supported by the design of the information systems of the par-
 ties, or if effective mechanisms exist for detecting and sanctioning non-
 compliance. If a party by contract waives the right to collect data to which
 it has ready access, and with regard to which it has an economic interest,
 the party receiving the waiver may want to consider auditing or having a
 third party audit the information system of the other party to be certain
 the other party does not in fact plan to collect the data.310 Finding a
 technological mechanism to monitor and possibly block access to data
 might be preferable to relying on the undertaking of a party to implement
 309. See, e.g., Ticketmaster Corp. v. Tickets.com, Inc., 54 US.RQ.2d (BNA) 1344 (CD.
 Gal. 2000) (granting summary judgment to the defendant Tickets.com on Ticketmaster's
 breach of contract claim based on a site license with leave to amend pleadings if Ticketmaster
 could show Tickets.com's knowledge of the terms of the site license plus facts showing implied
 agreement to them).
 310. In some instances, advertisers and ad servers may themselves dispute ownership of
 customer data. See, e.g., Bob Tedeschi, Web site publishers and advertising agencies square off on
 ownership of data on customers, N.Y. Times E-commerce Rep., Nov. 8, 1999, at A6; Kathryn
 Kranhold & Michael Moss, Keep Away From My Cookies, More Marketers Say, Wall St. J., Mar.
 20, 2000, at Bl.
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 policies and procedures to ensure that the behavior of all persons within
 its organization conforms with its contractual obligations. The open ar-
 chitecture of the Internet, however, may make it difficult or impossible to
 devise technologies to backstop such contractual undertakings.
 The right to access certain types of data in the future may be governed
 by a contractual provision, but that may not adequately protect the inter-
 ests of the party counting on a future flow of data. A similar problem
 would arise for a party counting on receiving a future flow of data if the
 party promising to transfer it files for bankruptcy.311
 If a contract term grants a party access to data, and the accessing party
 develops profiling algorithms based on the assumption that it will have
 access to that data in the future, then the party is at risk of losing the value
 of that profiling algorithm if it loses access to that data in the future. Dot-
 com companies may be particularly vulnerable in this regard if their only
 interaction with their customers is through their web site. If their ability
 to convert visitors into customers and to continue to appeal to customers
 is a result of using an interface that has been improved through the use of
 profiling technologies, then an erosion in the quality of their profiling may
 translate into a less engaging interface and lower revenues.
 RIGHTS OF TRANSFEREES OF DATA VERSUS RIGHTS OF
 DATA SUBJECTS
 Two important foundations of modern commercial law are the doctrine
 of good faith purchase312 and the alienability of property.313 As databases
 become an increasingly important form of commercial property, it will be
 necessary to determine whether these basic commercial principles apply
 to databases. If they do not, acquiring title to database assets will be more
 problematic and markets for database assets may be less liquid. In light of
 the dignitary values associated with personal information, that may be the
 unavoidable outcome of harmonizing the concerns animating data pro-
 tection laws and those animating commercial law.
 If the doctrine of good faith purchase applies to databases, then a trans-
 feree of a database who receives the asset in exchange for value, in good
 faith and without any notice that the transferor may be subject to claims
 or defenses, such as a breach of the privacy rights of the individuals whose
 311. See supra text accompanying notes 295-296.
 312. Grant Gilmore, The Commercial Doctrine of Good Faith Purchase, 63 Yale L. J. 1057
 (1954).
 3 1 3. See, for example, pre-revision U.C.G. § 9-3 1 1 on alienability of debtor's rights, which
 provides that notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary between the debtor and the
 secured party, the debtor's rights in the collateral may nevertheless be transferred to a third
 party. Such a transfer would put the debtor in breach of the security agreement, but could
 not prevent the third party from acquiring an interest in the collateral.
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 data is contained in the database, would take the asset free of those claims
 or defenses. The doctrine of good faith purchase could only be applied to
 database transactions as a matter of common law, however, as there is no
 statutory basis for such a rule today. If copyright law applies rather than
 commercial law to database transactions, there is nothing really equivalent
 to the concept of good faith transferee and any subsequent transferee
 would be liable for infringement, even if unintentional. Any judicial de-
 velopment of law applicable to transfers of data that breach privacy rights
 that reasons by analogy from copyright law would not create a doctrine
 of good faith purchase. UCITA shows its origins in software licensing law,
 which developed in large part as a type of copyright licensing law, and
 grants the licensor a near-absolute right to forbid subsequent transfers.314
 If a court reasons by analogy from UCITA, it would similarly not create
 a good faith purchase doctrine.
 If the "chain of trust" concept proposed in draft HHS medical records
 under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act315 were
 incorporated into other U.S. privacy laws, then the transferee would not
 be able to avoid claims or defenses based on a claim of good faith purchase.
 The concept of "chain of trust" might be interpreted as implying that the
 transferor and transferee are under an obligation of due diligence to de-
 termine the conditions under which data is held prior to transfer and to
 ensure that the same conditions prevail after the transfer. In countries with
 strong data protection laws, the outcome is likely to be the same as under
 the "chain of trust" concept if the data subject has rights against any party
 who is in control of personal information without consent and notice. If a
 data subject is covered by strong data protection laws, it may still be pos-
 sible to make novel uses of the data or to transfer the data onward to third
 parties if the data subject has executed a broad waiver of his or her rights,
 and such a waiver is enforceable.
 IMPACT OF BANKRUPTCY ON COMMERCIAL
 TRANSACTIONS IN DATA
 Bankruptcy proceedings may affect the way data is held and used in a
 variety of ways. An individual whose data is contained in a database and
 who has consented to that collection and use may face unexpected prob-
 lems if the party in control of that data files for bankruptcy and the bank-
 ruptcy court does not recognize the original limits placed on the use of
 the data. A business that expects to receive certain types of data in the
 314. See UCITA § 503. UCITA as a whole is subordinate to article 9. Id. § 103(c). A grant
 of an article 9 security interest in information would be valid under article 9 even though it
 would constitute a breach of the agreement transferring the information that purports to
 prevent any subsequent transfer of the information, including in the form of a security in-
 terest. U.C.C. § 9-406 (1999).
 315. Pub. L. No. 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936 (1996).
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 future may find that its access to that data is terminated if the transferor
 files for bankruptcy. A business that has entered into contracts limiting the
 uses to which certain forms of data may be put as part of a strategic alliance
 with another business may find that those contractual terms become un-
 enforceable if the alliance partner files for bankruptcy.
 A business organization that is a legal but not a natural person has no
 rights under data protection laws, and must rely on the enforcement of
 contract terms for its rights against third parties. Such a party who has
 consented to the collection and use of data by another party may face
 unexpected difficulties if the party holding the data files for bankruptcy
 and the consenting party's rights are protected by a simple contract and
 not ownership of an intellectual property right or security interest. The
 consenting party's rights under the agreement may be terminated without
 any effective recourse if the trustee in bankruptcy has no reason to reaffirm
 the contract or if claim cannot be classified as secured. If the bankruptcy
 trustee considers the database to be an asset and tries to find buyers for
 that asset, the consenting party may not be the only person bidding on
 the asset.
 The consenting party will need to find a way to ensure that the bank-
 ruptcy trustee is not permitted to sell the data to the highest bidder if that
 is the consenting party's competitor. One strategy may be to establish in
 the governing license agreements that the database asset is licensed with
 a copyright license that is non-assignable under common law.316 Another
 approach would be to include in the license agreement provisions govern-
 ing related ongoing services of the database licensee that are personal in
 nature. If a third party cannot perform those services adequately, the li-
 cense may not be assignable under section 365(c). At a minimum, the
 license should include non-compete clauses that specify direct competitors
 of the licensor, who should not be permitted to acquire the data under
 any circumstances.
 PRACTICAL STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING
 DATA RIGHTS AND RISKS IN A CHANGING
 LEGAL ENVIRONMENT
 The failure of the law to keep pace with the rapid evolution of tech-
 nology and business models is creating increasing risk for companies that
 depend on database assets. These risks include:
 • Regulatory enforcement actions by the FTC, SEC, state agencies
 and officials, and EU authorities;
 • Litigation by consumers and privacy organizations;
 • Loss of access to critical databases maintained by third parties;
 316. See In re Patient Educ. Media, Inc., 210 B.R. 237 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1997) (prohibiting
 assignment of copyright license to reproduce photographs).
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 • Uncontrolled third party distribution of proprietary databases as a
 result of security lapses or lack of contractual protections;
 • Loss of control over use and distribution of licensed data that are
 transferred in the course of a licensee's bankruptcy proceeding;
 • Loss of key database assets that are licensed from third parties facing
 bankruptcy; and
 • Failure to take maximum advantage of business opportunities that
 require sophisticated data risk management.
 Given the uncertainties and increasing importance of data assets, af-
 fected companies and their counsel should consider a proactive approach
 towards identifying and reducing these risks, possibly including the follow-
 ing four general action items:
 Designate a data risk manager and conduct a company-wide data audit to identify
 compliance requirements, liability exposures, key third-party relationships, and data se-
 curity needs. Minimizing data risks is as much a management challenge as
 a legal problem. Successful management of these risks requires commit-
 ment at the highest levels of the corporation, attention by qualified and
 capable managers with a clear mandate, effective communication within
 the company, and dedication of appropriate resources.
 Unfortunately, most corporations today are not well structured to ac-
 complish these goals. Data and databases are used and maintained by a
 variety of corporate departments, typically including Information Tech-
 nology, Marketing, and Human Resources. Managers in these groups have
 primary responsibilities (i.e., generating revenues and keeping computer
 systems working) that are full time responsibilities and often are not con-
 sistent with effective data risk management. On the other hand, the Gen-
 eral Counsel's office and legal staff will be involved in discrete licensing
 projects and transactions, but typically do not have a full understanding
 of the data flows and technologies. They are charged principally with
 getting the deal done, not slowing it down by adding new considerations.
 Moreover, the technology industry has grown so steadily and at such a
 rapid pace that relatively little attention has been paid to the downside
 risks and legal implications of worst-case scenarios. With the slowing econ-
 omy in the early 2000s, greater conservatism and proactive risk manage-
 ment in licensing transactions may be appropriate.
 For companies that rely on customer databases or third-party data re-
 lationships, especially companies in the financial services and health care
 sectors, designation of a VP. -level manager with responsibility for data risks
 will be an important step towards effective management of data risks. This
 "Data Officer" should have a basic understanding of the company's tech-
 nology and data operations; reporting and line authority over Information
 Technology personnel; a clear mandate from senior management; and
 sufficient resources to achieve the company's data risk objectives and to
 most effectively take advantage of market opportunities.
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 The Data Officer should supervise an initial and annual company-wide
 audit or review of data collection, storage, uses, and transfers. The scope
 of this review will depend on the nature of the company's operations and
 the extent of the data risks presented. It could range from file review and
 meetings with appropriate personnel over a few week period, to a com-
 prehensive audit, undertaken and reported by third-party consultants. The
 results of the data review should be used to formulate privacy policies and
 other corporate procedures to address data risks.
 Conduct thorough legal and liability exposure analyses in designing and implementing
 new initiatives. Technological advances and new business models that lev-
 erage customer data increasingly bring the risk of violations of law and
 perceived abuses of privacy interests. Federal and state officials, and the
 plaintiffs' bar, will be expected to aggressively pursue litigation based on
 alleged privacy violations. The case studies reviewed above may only be a
 preview of the coming waive of litigation over privacy rights. As demon-
 strated in other areas, where the basic legal framework is unformed or
 uncertain, there is a greater tendency towards litigation and judicial res-
 olution of competing rights.
 Review of new corporate initiatives involving customer data should in-
 clude the Data Officer, and where appropriate, in-house and outside coun-
 sel to consider regulatory and commercial risks in light of existing laws
 and anticipated future laws. Even at the pace of "Internet time," proposed
 transactions should be evaluated for risk minimization and long-term sus-
 tainability. Aggressive action may be the hallmark of the new economy,
 but the cost of extricating the company from a risky or failed data venture
 may be greater than the opportunity cost of not going forward.
 Evaluate third party contracts, including partnerships, alliances, marketing agree-
 ments, and participation in B2B hubs, that may create material data rights and expo-
 sures. The value derived from databases increasingly is created through
 partnerships involving multiple parties in the data chain. In these circum-
 stances, intellectual property protection is at its lowest, privacy and security
 risks are high, and therefore clear and enforceable contract rights are crit-
 ically important. Effective multi-party data sharing and database access
 frameworks can be established by contract. Harmonization across juris-
 dictions remains, however, an issue that may not be resolvable by contract.
 In addition, as the market fluctuates, third parties may become insolvent,
 so that the potential for bankruptcy should be considered and addressed
 through appropriate licensing strategies.
 In negotiating and implementing corporate transactions, conduct thorough due diligence
 with respect to data assets and include specific representations, warranties, and indem-
 nification provisions to address data rights and risks. Data rights and responsibilities
 should be carefully considered before a transaction is consummated. The
 acquirer should conduct full due diligence of data assets to evaluate any
 potential regulatory and litigation exposure of the target and to ensure
 that the transaction goals will be met consistent with the terms of existing
 contract frameworks.
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 CONCLUSION
 Commercial uses of information are expanding more rapidly than the
 law governing commercial transactions in information. As a result, parties
 to data transactions should pay close attention to contract provisions gov-
 erning rights in data as a first line of defense in protecting those rights.
 Contractual obligations may not be fully enforceable, however, given the
 current unsettled state of the law in this area. Privacy law or trade practices
 law doctrines may apply in specific contexts to render contract provisions
 unenforceable, or to create enforcement and liability risks associated with
 data that may not have been foreseen by the parties.
 Because of technological advances and changing business models, da-
 tabase assets will only become more valuable and numerous in the future.
 As more cases involving rights in data are litigated, interest in legislative
 action will increase. The conflicting interests of the various parties claiming
 rights in data will not be easy to resolve, however, and it is unclear that
 any legislation in this area is likely to garner the widespread support that
 would be necessary for rapid enactment.
 The state of uncertainty is unlikely to abate any time soon, even if
 Congress enacts legislation granting intellectual property rights in data-
 bases or clearer privacy rights for individuals. In the face of uncertain legal
 rights in data, parties holding valuable database assets would be well ad-
 vised to focus on practical strategies and technologies that can be used to
 safeguard physical control over those assets. When the applicable law is
 uncertain, possession may be a functional substitute for clear legal rights
 in many instances. Critical evaluation, risk analyses, and careful planning
 with regard to data assets will become increasingly important as the law
 and technology in this area continue to evolve.
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